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Abstract

The fabrication methods and physical properties of ordered magnetic nanostructures with dimensions on the

submicron to nanometer scale are reviewed. First, various types of nanofabrication techniques are described, and their

capabilities and limitations in achieving magnetic nanostructures are discussed. Specifically, we address electron beam

lithography, X-ray lithography, laser interference lithography, scanning probe lithography, step growth methods,

nanoimprint, shadow masks, radiation damage, self-assembled structures, and the use of nanotemplates. Then the

magnetic properties of these nanostructures are reviewed, including properties of single dots, magnetic interactions in

arrays, dynamic effects, magnetic behavior of nanostructured lines and wires, giant magnetoresistance effect, and

properties of films with arrays of holes. Finally, the physical properties in hybrid systems, where the magnetic arrays

interact with superconducting and semiconducting layers, are summarized.

r 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Nanostructured materials have attracted intense
research interest over recent years, as they provide
the critical building blocks for the booming
nanoscience and nanotechnology. They typically
have structural or chemical restrictions on the

nanometer scale along one or more of the
dimensions. Due to their intricate nanostructures,
extremely small length scale, low dimensionality,
and interplay among constituents, they often
exhibit new and enhanced properties over their
bulk counterparts. Their novel properties can also
be tailored through extra degrees of freedom, such
as structure and constituent materials, etc. Recent
progresses on magnetism and magnetic materials
have made magnetic nanostructures a particularly
interesting class of materials for both scientific and
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technological explorations. For example, studies
on subjects such as interlayer coupling, giant
magnetoresistance, colossal magnetoresistance,
tunneling magnetoresistance, exchange bias, half-
metallic ferromagnets, spin-injection, and current-
induced switching have led to the exciting possi-
bility of utilizing electron spin for information
processing, or ‘‘spintronics’’ [1–39].
Research on magnetic nanostructures has driven

the sample physical size towards ever-smaller
dimensions. Fundamentally, novel properties
emerge as the sample size becomes comparable
to or smaller than certain characteristic length
scales, such as spin diffusion length, carrier mean
free path, magnetic domain wall width, super-
conducting coherence length, etc. The effects of
confinement, proximity and order govern the
interplay between the relevant physical length
scales and the sizes of the patterned magnetic
materials. For example, ballistic transport appears
in material confined to the appropriate length,
smaller than the electron mean free path, or
magnetization reversal processes can be drastically
modified in magnetic structures confined to sizes
that preclude the domain wall formation. Also, the
proximity of nanoelements could interfere with the
physical length scales of long range order phenom-
ena as coherence lengths in superconductivity and
spin diffusion lengths in magnetism. Moreover, the
order of these magnetic nanostructures, organized
in patterned arrays, becomes crucial as the
mesoscopic effects produced by the confinement
and proximity can be controlled and modified by
their geometrical configuration. Technologically,
the device miniaturization trend has led to, most
visibly, the explosive growth of the magnetic
recording density [40–42], and is continuing at an
even faster pace. Such demands call for advanced
sample growth and patterning techniques to
achieve nanometer-scale feature sizes, beyond the
limits of conventional photolithography [43–45].
In practice, it is equally challenging to char-

acterize such small nanostructures. It is highly
desirable not only to fabricate ultrafine nanos-
tructures, but also to fabricate arrays of such
nanostructures, more preferably over macroscopic
areas. Ordered arrays of magnetic nanostructures
are particularly interesting to study, as one can

probe both the individual and collective behavior
of the elements in a well-defined and reproducible
fashion. Technologically, they are also important
in such applications as magnetic random access
memory (MRAM), patterned recording media,
and magnetic switches, etc. [46–49]. Significant
amount of work has been done by the scientific
community over recent years to address different
aspects of ordered magnetic nanostructures, from
fabrication to characterization, both theoretically
and experimentally.
In this article, we review the recent investiga-

tions as well as some open issues in ordered
magnetic nanostructures, in terms of the fabrica-
tion techniques as well as their physical properties.
This subject has been briefly reviewed earlier
[50–61], and here we present a more exhaustive
description of the state-of-the-art. Note that many
techniques discussed here are also common to
other types of nanostructures, magnetic or not,
ordered or not. The work is organized as follows:
Section 2 is dedicated to fabrication techniques,
addressing their capabilities and limitations to
obtain well-controlled nanostructures. We review
electron beam lithography (Section 2.1), X-ray
lithography (Section 2.2), laser interference litho-
graphy (Section 2.3), and other non-conventional
methods (Section 2.4). Section 3 describes the
magnetic properties of these nanostructures, in-
cluding the behavior of individual magnetic dots
(Section 3.1), their collective behavior (Section
3.2), dynamic effects (Section 3.3), micromagnetic
calculations on nanostructured elements (Section
3.4), properties of line-shaped nanostructures
(Sections 3.5 and 3.6) and patterned films (Section
3.7). Finally, Section 4 discusses the interactions of
magnetic nanostructures with other systems, such
as superconducting films (Section 4.1) and two-
dimensional electron gases (2DEG) in semicon-
ductor multilayers (Section 4.2).

2. Fabrication

Central to nanofabrication is lithography, a
collective term for several closely related processes,
including resist coating, exposure, and develop-
ment. Although extensive literature exists on the
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basic lithography processes [43,62,63], a brief
review helps to better illustrate the more advanced
techniques.
The work piece, an unpatterned film or a

substrate, is first spin-coated with a uniform layer
of resist dissolved in certain organic liquid solvent.
The resist thickness is typically a few thousand
angstroms to a micron, depending on the spinning
speed and the resist viscosity. A soft-bake of the
resist is necessary to remove the resist solvent and
promote adhesion. Selected areas of the resist are
then exposed to a radiation source, often through
a mask (Fig. 1). Upon sufficient exposure, the
polymer chains in the resist are either broken
(positive resist), or become cross-linked (negative
resist, poorer resolving power). The exposed resist
often goes through a post-exposure bake to
promote homogeneity, before developed to form
a positive or negative image of the mask. As the
lithography process transforms a two-dimensional
(2D) pattern into a three-dimensional (3D) struc-
ture in the resist and eventually the unpatterned
film, the depth profiles in both layers are
important. By choosing the right developer,
temperature and developing time, one can obtain

straight, round-off or undercut depth profiles in
the resist. In certain applications, multilayer resists
may be used to achieve better vertical aspect ratio
(height to width), plasma etch resistance, and less
substrate reflection [63].
Pattern transfer can be realized in two general

processes: from the resist to an unpatterned film by
wet or dry etching; or post-deposition onto
patterned resist by lift-off and/or electrodeposition
(Fig. 1).
For etching, the developed resist is usually

hardened by a hard-bake before this process.
Wet etching uses chemical or electrochemical
processes to dissolve the materials. It is intrinsi-
cally isotropic and causes sloped pattern edges.
Therefore the resolution is generally limited by the
thickness of the film to be patterned. However,
anisotropic etching may be achieved in oriented
crystalline materials. A useful list of etching
recipes for common materials can be found in
Ref. [64]. In dry etching, physical processes such as
ion milling and sputter etching use ion bombard-
ment to remove the unwanted materials; chemical
processes such as plasma etching use active species
to react with surface material and form volatile

Fig. 1. Schematics of lithography processes for (a) positive and (b) negative resists in conjunction with (a), (b) etching, (c) lift-off, and

(d) electrodeposition.
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products; a combination of both processes, such as
reactive ion etching, takes advantage of both
principles. These dry etching processes can pro-
duce straight and sharp pattern edges, thus better
resolution for a given film thickness [64]. They are
more desirable for patterning ultrafine nanostruc-
tures. At the end of the process, the remaining
resist is striped away.
Alternatively, nanostructures can be fabricated

by post-lithography depositions. Lift-off utilizes
the height of a developed resist to break apart a
subsequently deposited, much thinner, layer of
material (Fig. 1). The film deposited on top of the
resist is lifted off during resist striping, leaving
behind only the portions directly deposited onto
the substrate. It is crucial to have a clean break-off
of the film at the pattern edges of the resist.
Therefore resists developed with undercut edge
profiles, as well as directional deposition techni-
ques, are preferred. One method to realize the
undercut profile is to slow down the development
at the resist surface relative to the bulk by, e.g.,
immersing the resist in chlorobenzene to harden
the surface. Note that the height of the lift-off
structures is usually much smaller than the resist
thickness (Fig. 1). The idea of lift-off can also be
realized in double or multiple layer combination of
a resist with other materials [62]. For example,
when bilayer resists are used, by either using
double exposure or differential development, the
bottom resist layer is developed faster than the
top, leading to an overhang structure [65]. This
allows the in situ fabrication of nanostructures
without further post-deposition processing. Me-
tallic bilayer overhang structures have also been
fabricated [66,67]. The bilayer is first patterned by
e-beam lithography. The opening in the top layer
is further shrunk by anodic oxidation of the top
layer to form an overhang structure over the
bottom layer. The final structure deposited
through the top opening can be as small as
15 nm [66].
Electrodeposition, or electroplating, is a general

growth technique and is particularly useful for
post-lithography depositions. It refers to the
deposition of materials from an electrolyte by the
passage of an electrical current. Unlike high-
vacuum deposition techniques, such as sputtering

or evaporation, electrodeposition is an ambient
temperature and pressure process. It has the
attractive features of cost-effectiveness, simplicity
of operation, and the ability to deposit onto
substrates with complex geometries. Differing
from lift-off, the electrodeposited elements can
have heights up to the resist thickness, therefore
better vertical aspect ratio (Fig. 1). Over recent
years, significant progress has been made in
fabricating new materials and novel nanostruc-
tures using this technique [68,69]. For example,
arrays of high aspect ratio nanowires have been
electrodeposited into nanotemplates to form ele-
mental nanowires [70], alloy nanowires [71,72],
multilayered wire [73–75], or even tunneling
junction nanowires [76].
The lithography resolution limit is ultimately

determined by the radiation wavelength. Hence
lithography is usually categorized by the radiation
source as optical, electron-beam (e-beam), ion
beam, and X-ray lithography. In the most
common optical (or photo-) lithography, where
ultraviolet (UV) light is used, there is an urgent
need for the development of shorter wavelength
light source (e.g., ArF excimer laser, l ¼ 193 nm;
F2, l ¼ 157 nm). On the other hand, techniques
such as near-field photolithography [77–81] have
been able to circumvent the diffraction limit and
achieve feature sizes as small as 50 nm [80].
However, these techniques have not been fully
utilized in magnetic systems [82]. In the following,
other types of lithography and nanopatterning
techniques are reviewed.

2.1. Electron beam lithography

The e-beam lithography technique uses an
electron beam to expose an electron-sensitive resist
[83–85]. Positive resists, such as polymethylmetha-
crilate (PMMA) dissolved in trichlorobenzene, are
used more often than negative resists, although
both can produce very efficient results. The
exposure is usually done using the e-beam in a
scanning electron microscope (SEM), although
transmission electron microscopes (TEM) have
also been used [86,87]. The e-beam is controlled by
a computer through a position generator interface.
It allows to write any computer-defined patterns
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on the resist, which is subsequently developed to
form the desired structure. To obtain different
magnetic nanostructures, the e-beam lithography
method has been used in combination with various
general lithography processes described earlier
(lift-off, etching, electrodeposition and mask tech-
niques).
One of the main advantages of this technique is

its versatility for the fabrication of well-defined
arbitrary element shapes and array configurations.
In this way, a variety of magnetic elements have
been obtained: simplest cases of dots and lines [83–
95]; complex patterns such as rectangles [96],
diamonds [97], triangles and pentagons [55], zigzag
lines [98], rings [99], dots and lines connected by
small constrictions [90,100,101], or dot super-
lattices [102]; and even unusual shapes such as
bars with triangular pointed ends [103,104] or
dented edge elements [105] used for the study of
magnetization reversal processes. Moreover, this
versatility allows the fabrication of small devices,
such as non-volatile magnetoresistive magnetic
random access memories (MRAM) [46] or ‘‘quan-
tum’’ magnetic disks [106,107].
A large number of magnetic nanostructures

have been fabricated by e-beam lithography. The
main characteristics of fabrication processes are
summarized as follows:
(a) Combined with lift-off: This process has been

used to produce a variety of polycrystalline
magnetic nanostructures such as Co [90,108–110],
Fe [102], Ni [90], NiFe [101,110–113], MoNiFe
[114,115], CoFe [116], CoPt [117], Fe3O4 [118], and
NdFeB [119] patterns, as well as amorphous
FexSi1�x [120]. More complicated structures such
as Co/Pt multilayers with perpendicular anisotro-
py [93] and Co/Au/Ni structures [97] have also
been patterned. High resolution can be achieved in
this process, e.g., particles as small as 55 nm [115]
or bars with only 15 nm width [121], along with
high linear densities of up to 10Gbits/in2 [83]. It
also allows the production of arrays over relatively
large areas (up to 10� 10mm2) [122]. In general,
planar elements are more suitable with this
method, as their thicknesses are limited to about
50 nm.
(b) Using mask techniques: this process is used

as a complex variation of the lift-off method,

referring to the overhang structures discussed
earlier. It allows the fabrication of elements with
very high-quality vertical edges. Wires made of Fe,
Co, or Co/Cu multilayer have been fabricated with
widths smaller than 100 nm [65] and, also, very
well defined Co dots with 35 nm of lateral
dimension [123].
(c) Combined with etching processes: This

technique allows the fabrication of nanostructures
not only from polycrystalline films, such as Co
[85,109,124], NiFe [100,125,126], CoCrPt [127],
exchange biased IrMn/CoFe [128] and NiO/Ni
[129], or multilayers of Au/Co [89], Co/Pt [91,
130–132] and Co/Cu [133,134], but also from
epitaxial films such as Fe(0 0 1) [135–138], Fe(1 1 0)
[104], Co(0 0 0 1) [139] or Coð1 0 %1 0Þ [140]. This
method has patterned elements with only 20 nm in
lateral size and vertical aspect ratio (height/width)
greater than 1 [141]. Dot array densities as high as
29Gbits/in2 have been achieved in magnetic
systems [127]. However, in general, the array area
is small in comparison with other methods. It must
be pointed out that a number of different etching
procedures have been designed to obtain nano-
metric definition in the magnetic structures
[142,143].
(d) Combined with electroplating: This method

allows the fabrication of patterned elements with
high vertical aspect ratios (up to 9:1), as thick-
nesses of up to 700 nm have been achieved
[88,144]. For example, Ni columns [145–147] or
mushrooms-like pillars with diameters as small as
20 nm [86] have been deposited. This translates to
an area density of 65Gbit/in2 [144]. On the other
hand, the array areas produced so far are not
larger than 200� 200 mm2 for magnetic systems
[94]. A SEM image of an array of these Ni
elements is shown in Fig. 2.
(e) Direct writing: This technique has been

designed to pattern nanostructures without using
any electron-sensitive resist. It is the electron beam
itself that produces the desired pattern [87]. One
process to obtain magnetic elements begins with
the deposition of a layer of a transition-metal
halide on the substrate. Some of these materials
(FeF2 or CoF2) are sensitive enough to the
electron beam to induce a self-developing process
resulting in the liberation of the F atoms. Thus,
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only the metallic atoms remain in the exposed
regions. The total areas that have been patterned
with this method are very small, of the order of
several mm2, but with high resolution of about
10 nm [87]. A more complex approach to this
technique, is to allow a precursor organometallic
gas, containing the desired magnetic atom, in the
SEM chamber. The electron beam generated
by the SEM dissociates the precursor gas into a
metal dot at predetermined locations. The size
of the elements depends on the voltage, current,
pulse duration and the composition and pressure
of the precursor gas [148].
As mentioned above, one of the disadvantages

of electron beam lithography is the area size
patternable in a reasonably short time.
This problem is currently being addressed by
designing multiple electron beam techniques
[149]. Finally, it is worth noting that in several
other lithography processes such as X-ray or
nanoimprint lithography, e-beam fabricated masks
are used.

The main characteristics of magnetic arrays
fabricated by e-beam lithography, as well as other
techniques, are summarized in Table 1.

2.2. X-ray lithography

The exposure of a resist to X-ray radiation in a
parallel replication process is the basis for this
technique. In general, a synchrotron radiation
facility is used to expose the samples [150].
Similarly to the e-beam lithography method,
the sample is covered by a resist layer with
high sensitivity in the X-ray wavelength region.
Very efficient results can be obtained with
either positive or negative commercially available
resists [150]. In particular, PMMA resin is also
used in this method with excellent resolution
[151,152].
Between the radiation source and the sample, at

few micrometers above the resist layer, a mask is
placed to define the pattern. It is generally agreed
that the mask is the most crucial element of this
technique. The X-ray masks are usually made of
small thickness (around 2 mm) silicon carbide
membranes, covered by a metallic pattern with
the desired geometry fabricated by e-beam litho-
graphy. A high-Z absorber material (such as gold,
tungsten or tantalum) is used to prevent X-ray
exposure of the sample [150–152]. The advantage
is that the mask can be used repeatedly.
After irradiation, the resist is developed and the

magnetic pattern is obtained by etching [152–156],
lift-off [152,154,155] or electroplating [157]. Arrays
of nanostructured magnetic materials prepared
include polycrystalline NiFe [155,156,158], epitax-
ial Co(0 0 0 1) [154,159], Fe(1 1 0) [160–162], Au/
Co/Au(1 1 1) sandwiches [152,153,163] or Ni–Cu/
Cu(1 0 0) multilayers [157].
The parallel replication process results in ex-

cellent verticality of the designed elements, includ-
ing the possibility to make elements with high
vertical aspect ratios [155]. Dot diameters as small
as 88 nm have been produced with typical separa-
tions of about 100 nm, resulting in magnetic array
densities up to 4Gbits/in2 [155]. Magnetic arrays
with well-defined elements have been prepared over
5� 5mm2 areas [152,159], which is comparable to
other techniques described above. However, the

Fig. 2. SEM image of Ni pillar array of average 75 nm

diameter, 700 nm height and a 100nm spacing. The density is

65Gbits/in2 and the aspect ratio is 9.3 (courtesy Krauss et al.

[144]).
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need for a synchrotron radiation facility makes this
technique somewhat disadvantageous.

2.3. Interference or holographic lithography

Similar to electron or X-ray lithographies,
interference lithography is based on selectively
exposing a resist layer. In this case, the interference
of two coherent laser beams is the mechanism to
expose the resist [141,164–187]. A laser beam is
divided using a beam splitter, and the split beams
illuminate the substrate from opposite directions,
forming an angle 2y: This procedure creates an
interference pattern of sinusoidal intensity. The
periodicity, p; of this standing wave is controlled
by the beams incidence angle and the laser
wavelength, l; p ¼ l=ð2 sin yÞ: This procedure
produces a pattern of parallel lines. To produce
more complex patterns, successive exposures are
necessary. For instance, a second exposure, rotat-
ing the sample by 901, produces a square or
rectangular array of dots.
Under normal conditions the periodicity can be

tuned between 100 and 2000 nm [167,181]. The size
of the elements depends on the exposure time and
developing conditions. Magnetic features as small
as 30 nm have been fabricated [167,168]. The main
advantage of this technique is the possibility to
expose simultaneously large areas, e.g., magnetic
arrays up to 250� 250mm2 have been produced
[169]. Its main drawback is that the possible
structures (elements or arrays) that can be
obtained are limited to interference patterns, i.e.,
highly symmetrical ones only.
Similarly to e-beam and X-ray lithography, this

technique can be combined with lift off, electro-
plating or etching.

2.4. Other techniques

2.4.1. Ordered structures

2.4.1.1. Scanning probe lithography. Basically
three different fabrication techniques based on
scanning probe microscopes (scanning tunneling
microscope, STM, and atomic force microscope,
AFM) have been used to produce ordered arrays
of magnetic nanostructures: AFM or STM voltage
pulses [188–191], STM chemical vapor deposition

[192–202] and STM local electrodeposition
[203,204].
In the voltage pulse technique, an AFM (or

STM) tip, made of, or coated with, a magnetic
material, is brought to within a few nanometers of
the substrate. Subsequently a negative voltage
pulse (in the range of 5–30V) is applied during a
few ms between the tip and the sample. This
negative voltage pulse induces material transfer
from the tip to the substrate, creating the desired
magnetic structures. The element size depends on
the substrate and tip materials, applied voltage,
pulse duration, and tip-substrate separation.
Using this technique, elements as small as 10 nm
can be produced [188–191]. Moreover, the position
of the elements can be controlled at will. However,
it has a number of disadvantages, such as poor
reproducibility (the tip changes after every pulse),
difficulty to produce elements other than dots,
very slow throughput, and small patternable area
(limited by the microscope’s scanning length to
about a few mm across).
The STM chemical vapor deposition is analo-

gous to the one described in the e-beam direct
writing (Section 2.1). A precursor organometallic
gas, containing the desired magnetic atom, is
introduced in the STM chamber. When the tip is
at the appropriate position, a voltage pulse of a
few mV is applied between the tip and the
substrate. Similar to the electron beam method,
this voltage dissociates the precursor gas into a
metal mound. The size of the elements depends on
the amplitude and duration of the voltage pulse,
the distance between tip and substrate and the
composition and pressure of the precursor gas
[192–202]. Comparing to the previous technique,
STM chemical vapor deposition is much more
reproducible and allows producing virtually any
type of elements. However, it has the disadvan-
tages of slow throughput and small patternable
area, with the additional undesirable organic
contamination of the fabricated elements.
Finally, if a substrate is immersed in an

electrochemical cell and the STM tip is ap-
proached to the substrate, the tip can be used as
a local counter-electrode, allowing for selective
nanometer electrodeposition [203,204]. This tech-
nique has the advantage of being reproducible and
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avoiding organic contamination, however it has
the disadvantage of having to work inside an
electrochemical cell. Moreover, the typical disad-
vantages of the other scanning probe techniques,
i.e., slow throughput and small patternable area,
are still present.

2.4.1.2. Step growth methods. The main charac-
teristics of the step growth techniques are to
modify the substrate such that when the magnetic
material is deposited it creates the desired nanos-
tructures. The basic design is to create a series
of steps on the substrate, either by optical,
electron, X-ray or interference lithography and
etching [205–221], or by laser focused atomic
deposition [222,223]. Subsequently the magnetic
material is grown on the substrate, thus isolated
patterns of magnetic material are produced on
the valleys and plateaus of the substrate steps.
This technique is limited by the advantages and/or
disadvantages of the method utilized to create
the steps on the substrate. In particular, the simple
and low-cost standard optical lithography has
only been used to obtain magnetic elements down
to the 500 nm range, although state of the art
optical lithography can reach the 100–200 nm
range. Another problem with this technique is
that magnetic material is deposited on both
the ridges and grooves of the substrate, hence
there are two different contributions to the
magnetic signal. Two methods have been used
to circumvent this problem: (i) deposit the
magnetic layer at grazing angle to the substrate,
thus the material is only deposited on their
side walls [220]; (ii) use lithography to define
parallel lines on a substrate and thereafter create
periodically V-shaped substrates by selective etch-
ing. The deposition of the magnetic materials is
then carried out at an angle to the substrate
normal, thus the peaks of the V-shaped substrate
shadow to some extent the incoming atom flux.
Hence, depending on the deposition angle,
elements of different size can be fabricated.
This technique is designed mainly for long lines
[224–232], thus the range of possible structures is
very limited.
There are several other variations of the step

growth. However, these variations, contrary to the

ones just described, have the disadvantage that
they are only locally ordered.

(i) One variation is based on growth on miscut
substrates. Certain miscut substrates tend to
have a very homogeneous step height and
width (e.g. Cu, W, Pt or Si), thus suitable to
grow lines of magnetic materials [233–240].
However, the thickness of the lines is limited
to the step thickness, which in turn can be
controlled to some extent by such mechan-
isms as step bunching [238–240]. Moreover,
by low-angle deposition on strained induced
SiGe structures, arrays of magnetic dots have
also been produced [241].

(ii) A second variation of this method is to
produce an ordered array of steps by anneal-
ing NaCl crystals in vacuum, which tends to
facet the surface of the crystal [242–245]. One
advantage is that by changing the crystal-
lographic direction of the crystal, arrays of
dots can also be produced [244,245].

(iii) Another variation, atomic saw method, is
to create steps on the substrate after the
deposition of magnetic materials. This meth-
od is based on the dislocation slipping
induced in some materials when subjected
to a plastic deformation. This dislocation
slipping creates a series of lattice shifts that
transforms to shifted homogeneous parallel
stripes [246–250]. In certain cases, arrays of
squares can also be obtained [247–250].
The main drawback with this technique is
the limited types of structures possible and
the minimum size achievable so far (slightly
below 1 mm).

2.4.1.3. Nanoimprint. Most of the techniques
available to obtain large areas of arrays of
nanostructures are usually costly, complex and
slow. The nanoimprint technique may have
potential to overcome some of these disadvan-
tages. Nanoimprint, uses a mold to physically
deform a resist, followed by ion etching [88,251–
256]. However, first a master mold of the pattern
to be reproduced has to be manufactured of a hard
material by conventional electron, X-ray or inter-
ference lithography. This master mold can be
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reused or copied and this rather simple technique
can have a large and fast throughput. Magnetic
structures as small as 25 nm with periods of 150 nm
have been fabricated using this technique [256].
There are some interesting variations of this

technique. For example, in microplow-row litho-
graphy, the mold is not just pressed into the resist,
but it is dragged to form arrays of lines on the
resist [257]. Dragging the mold in different
directions can create more complex patterns.
A second example consists of using the mold

as a ‘‘rubber-stamp’’. An ‘‘ink’’ (a chemical
solution with the desired properties) is applied to
the mold, which is subsequently applied on the
substrate. This creates a chemical layer on the
areas of contact, which can be used as a mask
[258,259].

2.4.1.4. Shadow masks. In standard lithography
(Sections 2.1, 2.2 or 2.3), templates of the desired
patterns are produced using photon or electron
sensitive resists deposited on the substrate or the
film. Such resist may affect the properties of the
substrate or the film. To avoid this, a very thin
(e.g. 1 mm) shadow mask with nanometric holes
(playing the role of the resist) is placed very close
to the substrate. Subsequently, depositing mag-
netic materials through the holes creates the
desired nanostructures on the substrate. Features
in the 400 nm range have been fabricated using this
technique [260,261]. However, this technique has
severe technical difficulties. For example, like any
shadow mask technique, the resolution achievable
is limited by the mask thickness.

2.4.1.5. Focused ion beam milling. In ion beam
milling, a beam of ions (usually ionized inert gases,
although other ions such as Ga+ are often used) is
accelerated and collides with the atoms on a
surface under processing. If the beam is sufficiently
energetic, these collisions cause the ejection or
sputtering of the atoms from the surface through
momentum transfer, resulting in the removal or
milling of the material [262]. The ion beam can be
easily focused down to a narrow size, using
electromagnetic lenses, as small as few nano-
meters. Once focused, it can also be scanned
across a surface with great precision. Hence,

focused ion beams can be controlled to mill any
computer-defined pattern on a film directly with-
out the need of resists or masks.
This technique has been utilized successfully

to produce rather dense (B130Gbit/in2) arrays
of dots from CrCoPt-based recording media
films [263,264]. Other structures such as arrays
of lines or ‘‘antidots’’ have also been fabricated
[265–267].
The main advantage of this technique is the

direct-writing capability. However, like e-beam
lithography, it is a slow process and needs highly
specialized equipment.

2.4.1.6. Radiation damage. Other methods to pro-
duce arrays of magnetic nanostructures are based
on radiation damage. Most of these processes
cannot be strictly considered as producing isolated
particles, because they actually only change locally
the properties of a material. Here we give some
examples of such processes:

(i) Fe migration by laser irradiation: Thin films
of Fe–C, Co–C or Fe–Cr were irradiated by
an interfering laser standing wave (see Sec-
tion 2.3). The power of the standing wave is
enough to locally heat up the film, which in
turn produces a migration of the Fe atoms.
This procedure creates Fe-rich lines or dots
(ferromagnetic) embedded in a Fe-poor
matrix (paramagnetic) [268,269].

(ii) High-energy heavy ion irradiation: Ion irra-
diation occurs usually at random positions of
the sample. However, if a mask is formed on
the surface or a focused ion beam is utilized,
localized irradiation can be carried out.
Following this procedure, Co/Pt multilayers
and ordered FePt films were irradiated. Due
to the irradiation, the unprotected areas
become intermixed Co–Pt or disordered
FePt, becoming paramagnetic or at least
magnetically softer. Hence, an array of
ferromagnetic elements embedded in a para-
magnetic (or soft) matrix is obtained
[91,130,131,270–277].

(iii) Some of the techniques described as direct
writing in Section 2.1, could also be con-
sidered as a radiation damage technique [87].
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2.4.2. Pseudo-ordered structures

2.4.2.1. Self-assembled nanostructures. There are
a wide variety of natural processes which tend to
form ordered arrays of nanostructures. However,
although most of these processes are ordered
locally, they usually do not have true long-range
order. Here we mention a few of these processes
that have been used in conjunction with magnetic
materials, without trying to be exhaustive.
(a) Heterogeneous nucleation of magnetic atoms

on metallic surfaces: Some simple cases are Co and
Ni on Au(1 1 1), Fe and Co on Cu(1 1 1), Co on
N2-adsorbed Cu(1 0 0) and Cu(1 1 0), or Fe–Ag on
Mo(1 1 0). For example, Co atoms tend to nucleate
at specific sites of the reconstructed Au(1 1 1)
surface, hence, forming arrays of Co dots
[278–282]; and similarly with Ni atoms [283]. Fe
tends to grow at the step edges of the Cu(1 1 1)
surface or to form ordered arrays of dislocations
to relieve the stress caused by the mismatch, thus
forming arrays of Fe lines or dots [284–286]; Co
lines can also be obtained with this process [287].
Moreover, N2 molecules tend to form lines and
islands on Cu(1 0 0). If Co is grown on N2-
adsorbed Cu(1 0 0) or Cu(1 1 0), the underlying
island or line morphology of the N2 can be
maintained [288,289]. A similar process allows
the fabrication of Fe nanowires on stepped
Si(1 1 1) using CaF2 growth as a mask [290]. Also,
very regular monoatomic Co nanowires can also
grow at the steps of the Pt(9 9 7) surface [291].
Finally, Fe and Ag are immiscible, and when
grown on Mo(1 1 0), they tend to arrange in
alternating few nanometer wide stripes [292].
(b) Seeded growth: Several approaches have

been reported. For example, a substrate with an
array of nanostructures (not necessarily magnetic)
is dipped in an electroplating bath containing the
magnetic ions. The existing array acts as a seed for
the growing magnetic atoms, which after some
time cover the seed particles, therefore forming an
array of magnetic particles [293]. A second
approach is to use arrays of nanostructures as
substrates to deposit magnetic materials at glan-
cing incidence while rotating the substrate. The
magnetic material grows then selectively on the
seed nanostructure, hence forming arrays of
nanostructures [294,295].

(i) Reverse Micelles: In this case, the magnetic
particles are grown and coated in microemulsions
(reverse micelles). These micelles are then depos-
ited onto a substrate and under certain conditions
they tend to form an ordered array on the
substrate [296–301].
(ii) Metallic reduction in a magnetic field: The

reduction of salts containing magnetic ions with
acids tends to form magnetic nanoparticles. If this
process is carried out in the presence of a magnetic
field, the particles tend to spontaneously align in
long chains [302,303] or arrays [304] of particles.

2.4.2.2. Nanotemplates. There are a variety of
techniques available to fabricate nanotemplates
other than standard e-beam lithography. These
templates differ in material, pattern, feature size,
overall template size, periodicity, etc, and can all
be used to fabricate other nanostructures.
(a) Copolymer nanolithography: This technique

utilizes diblock copolymers, which consists of two
chemically different polymer chains joined by a
covalent bond [305–310]. If the blocks are im-
miscible, the diblock copolymers spontaneously
self-assemble into microdomains. The microdo-
main morphologies that are useful for nanolitho-
graphy are lamellae or ordered arrays of cylinders
or spheres, whose sizes and separations are of
molecular dimensions, of the order of 10 nm. A
monolayer of such copolymer (B30 nm thick) can
be spin-coated onto a selected working surface,
typically an oxide or a nitride. Using a chemical
process such as UV irradiation, one type of the
polymer chains can be selectively broken or
hardened, leading to the formation of a template
of either a porous network or arrays of dots. This
template can then be used for pattern transfer,
either by direct replication into the sample through
etching or used as a growth matrix [307]. The
template pore/dot size and the periodicity can be
tuned by the size of the polymers used. This
technique has been used to fabricate an exchange-
biased bilayer structure of nanoporous Fe-net-
work on top of a uniform FeF2 [309]. Thicker
templates (beyond a monolayer) can also be
achieved by using an electric field to align
the polymers during the copolymer phase separa-
tion stage that forms the microdomains. These
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templates have been used to electrodeposit arrays
of Co nanowires with high vertical aspect ratios
(36:1) and high packing density (2� 1011/cm2)
[310]. The main advantage of this technique is that
nanoscale features can be achieved over a macro-
scopic area (B10 cm2 or more [305]) cost-effec-
tively.
(b) Spheres lithography: In this technique, the

substrate is first coated with a chemical solution
containing nanometer scale polymer (e.g., latex,
polysterene) spheres. Upon drying, a hexagonal
close packed (HCP) monolayer or bilayer of
spheres is formed. A layer of material is then
deposited into the interstitial areas, forming an
array of nanodots (e.g., Co) [311–314], which
eventually coalesce into a nanoporous template
[315,316]. The pore size and pore density are
determined by the polymer sphere size. Further-
more, the spheres may be etched into smaller sizes
after forming the HCP arrays, therefore altering
the pore separations in the template [315]. This
technique is capable of obtaining large patterned
areas in a quick, simple and cost-effective way.
Although large defect-free areas have been ob-
tained using this technique, it is not long-range
order by nature. Moreover, the range of types of
patterns and pattern conditions is rather limited.
(c) Alumina membranes: Porous aluminum oxide

membranes have been fabricated by anodic oxida-
tion of aluminum [317,318]. The oxidized film
consists of packed columnar arrays of hexagonal
cells, each with a cylindrical nanopore in the
center. By controlling the electrolyte species,
temperature, anodizing voltage and time, one can
adjust the pore size, density, and height [318,319].
Beyond the anodization process, the pore size and
depth can be further adjusted by etching the oxide
in an appropriate acid. The resultant oxide layer
has arrays of parallel cylindrical pores, perpendi-
cular to the layer, separated from the unoxidized
aluminum metal by a very thin layer of aluminum
oxide. This thin oxide layer potentially can be used
for single electron tunneling [320]. The porous
membrane itself, up to tens of microns thick, can
be etched away from the aluminum metal.
Typically, high-density pores (1–500 nm in dia-
meter, 109–1012 pores/cm2) can be achieved over a
macroscopic area (>10 cm2) with small pore size

variations. The pore separation is comparable to
the pore size. These porous alumina membranes
have been used as growth matrix for arrays of
nanowires of Ni [321–324], Fe [325,326], Co
[327,328], NiFe [329] and CoNiCu/Cu multilayers
[330], arrays of Fe nanodots [331], or replicating
molds [332,333] to fabricate Fe, NiFe or Ni
networks [334–337].
(d) Nanochannel glass template: Glass templates

with regular array of pores have been fabricated
using the Taylor process [338]. An acid-etchable
glass rod (core) is first inserted into a matching
inert glass tube (matrix glass). They are subse-
quently drawn into a finer filament at high
temperature under vacuum. The filament is then
stacked in a desirable fashion, refused and
redrawn, until reaching the final filament size.
The etchable glass cores are then removed, leaving
the porous inert matrix glass network that can be
cut into thin templates. By controlling the stacking
geometry, one can obtain regular array of pores
with different symmetries. Templates with pore
size as small as 10 nm and packing density of
3� 109 pores/cm2 have been achieved [339]. Like
the copolymer and alumina templates, the pore
separation is comparable to the pore size. These
glass templates have been used for replicating the
network structure [339], growth matrix for Ni and
Co nanowires [340], or as shadow mask for
fabricating nanopillars [341].
(e) Nuclear-track etched membranes: Porous

membranes of polycarbonate or mica have been
fabricated by nuclear track etch method [70,342].
When decay fragments from a radioactive source
pass through a dielectric material, they leave
behind damaged tracks that are chemically more
active than undamaged areas. The damaged tracks
are then preferentially etched in certain etchants to
create pores through the thickness of the dielectric
membrane (microns). The pore sizes are controlled
by the etching process, variable from several
nanometers to microns. However, unlike other
templates aforementioned, the pore separation,
and therefore pore density, is independent of the
pore size. The pore density is determined only by
the irradiation process, variable over a wide range
from 1 to 109/cm2. The arrangement of the pores
over the membrane is random. Polycarbonate
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membranes have circular pores, and are commer-
cially available. But they have the undesirable
floppiness and a limited tolerance to high tem-
perature. Mica membranes have diamond-shaped
pores [343]. They are rigid but fragile. These track-
etched membranes have been used as growth
matrix for nanowires to study localization [70],
perpendicular magnetic anisotropy [344], magne-
toresistance [71–75,345–348], magnetization rever-
sal [349,350], tunneling [76], finite size effects
[351,352], coupling [353], etc.
A comparison of the characteristics of these

nanotemplates are given in Table 2.

3. Magnetic properties

The magnetic properties of nanoparticles are
rather difficult to study due to the small signals. In
practice, most researchers resort to standard
averaging techniques to study the magnetic proper-
ties of large arrays of ‘‘identical’’ nanoparticles,
e.g., vibrating sample magnetometry (VSM)
[122,141,160,164–173,354], alternating gradient
magnetometry (AGM) [118,136,153,155,162,
166,174–178,355–367], superconducting quantum
interference device (SQUID) [83,92,93,109,116,
118,119,123,160–162,167–169,172,179–181,258,259,
357,368–377], magneto-optical Kerr effect
(MOKE) [55,102,104,114,115,128,139,152,154,156,
163,169,170,182,183,378–394], Brillouin light
scattering (BLS) [156,158,385,386,393–395],
ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) [119,396,397],
neutron diffraction [398], scanning Hall micro-
scopy [399], scanning magnetoresistance (MR)
microscopy [94,400–402], or torque magnetometry
[83,169,170,358,403]. However, there are also

certain advanced local techniques for measuring
single nanoparticles, such as magnetic force
microscopy (MFM) [404,405], micro-SQUID (m-
SQUID) [406,407], Hall bars [408–414], focused-
MOKE [114], Lorentz microscopy [415,416],
electron holography [417–419], spin polarized
STM [420], ballistic electron magnetic microscopy
[34], magnetostriction AFM [269,421], magnetic
transmission X-ray microscopy [422], or certain
transport measurements [423–428]. Some of
these local techniques (MFM [56,86,93,94,102,
104,106,107,109,110,116,121,123,124,127,128,132,
136,137,139–141,144–147,153,155,159,169–173,177,
178,180,181,184–186,188,189,192–195,219,258,259,
263,264,357–364,366,367,372–376,386–390,403–405,
429–445], electron holography [97,419,446,
447], Lorentz microcopy [103,108,111,113,117,
448–450], Hall magnetometry [192–199,451],
m-SQUID [200–202], magnetostriction AFM
[269,421] or transport measurements [33,35,134,
445,452]) have also been utilized to characterize
arrays.
In studying arrays of nanoparticles, there are

additional parameters that complicate the inter-
pretation of the results. Several examples are given
below.

(i) The reduced size of the elements implies that
polycrystalline systems contain only a finite
number of grains. Thus no true averaging of
the grain properties is possible [453]. There-
fore, variations in grain size or orientation
among the elements can lead to a spread in
the magnetic properties of the array
[55,93,102,124,132,139,140,162,168,178,184,
186,218,359,362,364,365,369,375,376,383,387,
389,390,412,432,438,454,455].

Table 2

Main parameters of different nanotemplates

Nanotemplate type Copolymer Alumina Glass Track-etched membrane

Polycarbonate Mica

Pore size (nm) 10 1–102 >10 1–103 1–103

Pore density (cm2) 1011 109–1012 1010 1–109 1–109

Pore arrangement Pseudo-order Pseudo-order Ordered Random Random

Thickness (nm) 30–500 102–103 103 103 103

Temperature tolerance o1501C o4501C o6001C o1501C o10001C
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(ii) Although nominally identical, the elements
may still have small differences, either due to
the lithography process (usually limited by
the polymer chain length) or different grain
structures, resulting in different edge rough-
ness or other kinds of random defects
[55,93,102,124,132,139,140,162,168,178,184,
186,218,359,362,364,365,369,375,376,383,387,
389,390,412,432,438,454,455]. These defects
are of fundamental importance for the
magnetization reversal, especially if they are
of the order of or larger than the exchange
length of the magnetic material
[105,383,456,457]. An example of a distribu-
tion of coercivity (HC) in nominally identical
dots can be seen in Fig. 3. Note that in the
figure, different dots switch at different
applied fields, hence the hysteresis loop
deduced from the MFM measurements ex-
hibits broad transitions [359].

(iii) The interactions among the elements can also
play an important role. For example, the field
Hd created by a dipole, with moment m and
length c; at distance r is [458]

HdB
2mr

½r2 � ðc=2Þ2�2
-
rbc

2m

r3
ð1Þ

for a point along the line of the dipole, or

HdB
m

½r2 � ðc=2Þ2�3=2
-
rbc

m

r3
ð2Þ

for a point in the direction perpendicular to
the dipole. Thus, for example, the field created
by a Fe square dot of 100� 100nm2 and
20nm thickness, if treated as a dipole of length
c ¼ 100 nm, at distance r > 1 mm can be
negligible (Ho5 Oe). However, as the distance
approaches the ro100 nm regime, the field
becomes increasingly larger (H > 150 Oe).

In this section, we review the magnetic proper-
ties of nanostructured elements. First, we discuss
the properties of single dots (based mainly on
results from arrays), followed by a more detailed
account of the role of interparticle interactions on
their magnetic properties and the studies about
their dynamic effects. Then, different aspects of
the magnetic behavior of lines and wires are
described: magnetization reversal processes, mag-

netic interactions, domain wall resistance and
giant magnetoresistance. Finally, the magnetic
properties of continuous films with arrays of holes
or ‘‘antidots’’ are summarized.

3.1. Single dots

The magnetic properties of single dots depend
on the balance of the exchange energy (which

Fig. 3. (a) Microscopic magnetic evolution of 0.2� 0.4�
0.02mm3 Co islands with magnetic field. (b) Microscopic and
macroscopic magnetization curves of these islands. The

microscopic curve was derived from a set of 80 switching

particles from MFM images and the macroscopic curve was

obtained on a 5� 5mm2 sample using an alternating gradient
magnetometer. nþ=� denotes number of particles polarized

parallel or antiparallel with applied field (courtesy Gomez et al.

[359]).
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favors spins alignment), the magnetic anisotropy
(which favors alignment of spins along a particular
direction), and the demagnetizing field (created by
the magnetization of the particles, which has be to
minimal).
Typical magnetic anisotropies include magneto-

crystalline, shape, surface, interface, and other
induced anisotropies. Crystalline anisotropy de-
pends on both the type of material and its crystal
structure. For example, bulk Fe has cubic crystal
anisotropy, while HCP-Co has uniaxial anisotro-
py. The microstructure also plays an important
role, e.g., the anisotropy of a polycrystalline film is
given by the average of the different constituent
grains [458]. Shape anisotropy is of special
importance in nanostructured elements and will
be discussed later. Other anisotropies such as
induced anisotropy (e.g., due to stress created by
substrate–film mismatch [215,216,227–231], or
growth in the presence of magnetic fields), and
surface [391] or interface [97,169,172,181–
183,218,377] anisotropy (due to the change in
coordination number of the surface/interface
atoms) may also play an important role and,
therefore, strongly modify the magnetic anisotro-
py relative to the bulk material. Note that the
effect of surface oxidation [116,168], or the
presence of exchange coupling with antiferromag-
netic (AF) layers, can be of great importance
[128,168].
The demagnetizing field inside a magnetized

body is proportional to its magnetization, by
a factor determined by the shape of the body
[458]. Therefore geometrical details of a mag-
netic element, such as the in-plane aspect ratio
(square vs. rectangular or circular vs. elliptical)
[56,83,97,116,175,180,219,357,364,373,388,404–407,
416,430,434,440,441,445,450,453,459,460], shape
(rectangular, elliptical, triangular, pentagonal,
pointed ends, etc.) [55,97,103,104,108,117,128,
136,380,382,387,390,448,449,461] or thickness (pan-
cake-like vs. columnar) [169,175,180,184,185,371]
are all important in determining the demagnetizing
field. It is noteworthy that only ellipsoids have
uniform demagnetizing fields [458,462]. Hence,
basically all dot samples (even those with circular
or elliptical in-plane shape) have inhomogeneous
demagnetizing fields, as observed in micromagnetic

studies [463–475] or demagnetizing field calcula-
tions [476] (see Section 3.4 for more details).
Fortunately, many of them can be approximated
by prolate or oblate spheroids where simple
expressions of uniform demagnetizing field can be
obtained.
It is well known that, in ferromagnetic materi-

als, magnetic domains can be formed to decrease
the demagnetizing fields and thus the magneto-
static energy. The formation of these domains
depends on the balance of the exchange and
magnetostatic energies, i.e. the gain in magneto-
static energy, due to the reduced demagnetizing
field, has to be larger than the energy cost of
domain wall formation [458]. However, the
formation of domains in magnetic nanoparticles
has mainly two critical length scales.
The first one is directly related to the balance of

energies in each nanoparticle, and corresponds to
the size at which the presence of a domain wall in
the material is energetically favorable. It differs for
different nanostructured materials since the energy
to create a domain wall is proportional to the
square root of the anisotropy of the material but
the magnetostatic energy is mainly related to the
shape and the magnetic moment. This size is
usually denoted as critical single domain radius,

RSD [477]. For example, for spherical single crystal
nanoparticles the RSD can range from RSD(Fe)=
6nm or RSD(Co)=34 nm to RSD(SmCo5)=
764 nm, for Fe, Co and SmCo5, respectively.
However, these critical radii can be considerably
reduced for polycrystalline nanoparticles due to
the reduced net anisotropy.
The second critical length scale for nanoparticles

is the domain wall thickness d; that is, the width of
the transition between the uniformly magnetized
states of two domains. The domain wall thickness
is determined by the counterbalance between the
exchange energy (which tends to increase it) and
the anisotropy energy (which tends to diminish it)
[458], e.g. d(Fe)=40 nm, d(Co)=14 nm or
d(SmCo5)=4nm, for Fe, Co or SmCo5, respec-
tively. For nanostructures, it is evident that if the
size of the nanostructure is of the order of
the domain wall thickness, d; it can not accom-
modate a domain wall. Hence, nanostructures with
sizes smaller than d will remain single domain.
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However, as previously mentioned ‘‘single do-
main’’ does not necessarily indicate a state where
the nanostructures have uniform magnetization,
but rather a state where no domain walls are
present. Actually, micromagnetic calculations (dis-
cussed in Section 3.4) show that there are many
different possible stable ‘‘single domain’’ magnetic
structures depending on the shape, size or material
of the nanostructures, such the so called ‘‘flower
state’’ (with macroscopic net magnetization) or the
‘‘vortex state’’ (with zero net magnetization).
However, the different possible magnetization
states have the characteristic that the magnetiza-
tion must be uniform within the exchange length,

lex: The exchange length, lex ¼ ðA=m0M
2
SÞ
1=2; is the

distance where atomic exchange interactions dom-
inate the magnetostatic fields (A being the
exchange constant, m0 the vacuum permeability,
and MS the saturation magnetization of the
material), and is rather similar for most magnetic
materials [477], (e.g. lex(Fe)=1.5 nm, lexðCoÞ ¼
2 nm or lexðSmCo5Þ ¼ 4:9 nm, for Fe, Co or
SmCo5, respectively). Thus, a nanostructure with
a size of the order of lex should have a uniform
magnetization state, i.e. a ‘‘true’’ single domain
state.
To put the two length scales into perspective,

although the single domain critical size could be
exactly calculated from energy considerations,
knowing the anisotropy, shape, etc., the domain
wall size is often comparable to, thus a good
measure of, the critical size. The exception to this
is when the anisotropy is very strong, where the
domain wall width may be a fraction of the single
domain critical size from rigorous energy minima
calculations [458]. It is important to point out that
the above considerations are only first order
estimates to get an intuitive view of the processes
involved in domain formation in nanostructures.
For example, concepts developed for bulk ferro-
magnets (e.g. Bloch walls) are applied to nanos-
tructures and effects mainly relevant in
nanostructures (e.g. surface anisotropy) have been
neglected. One clear example of the effects of
oversimplification is permalloy nanostructures.
Bulk permalloy has a domain wall thickness of
about d(Permalloy)X500 nm. However, permalloy
nanostructures of dimensions considerably smaller

than d(Permalloy) have been found to be able to
maintain several magnetic domains [108,155,405].
Note also that for the remaining of the text we

refer to ‘‘single domain state’’ to all magnetization
configurations with no domain walls and a non-
zero net magnetization, even those that are not
completely uniform (e.g. flower state).
The main effects on the magnetization state of

single dots are sketched in Fig. 4. One of the basic
properties of magnetic nanodots is the reduced
number of magnetic domains at remanence (i.e.,
at zero applied field after saturation). At constant
temperature, if the size of the dot is suffi-
ciently small, it becomes ‘‘single domain’’
[55,56,88,93,94,106,107,109,115–117,121,123,124,
127,132,139,141,144,146,147,155,169–173,177,180–
185,192–195,218,219,251–255,357,359–363,373–377,
380,387,388,390,401,402,404,405,429–434,436–440,
442,443,445,446,448,450]. The critical size for a
single domain element depends on the material,
its microstructure, and the particle shape, as
discussed and also evidenced by the ‘‘phase
diagrams’’ of various systems [115,155,367,

Fig. 4. Schematic illustration of some of the typical effects that

changes in size, aspect ratio and shape can produce on the

magnetic configuration at H ¼ 0 (for the same magnetic

material at constant temperature).
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404–407,478,479]. However, there are several
general features about these domain states:

(i) The remanent state is essentially metastable,
thus depends on the magnetic history of the
sample. For example, it may have a different
magnetic domain configuration than the
virgin state [123,140,169,178,377,389,404,
405,429,480,481]. Moreover, the magnetic
domains at remanence can depend on the
magnitude and direction of the last applied
field [122,153,175,178,354,367,389], as can be
seen in Fig. 5.

(ii) If the shape of the dots is not an ellipsoid, the
demagnetizing field is non-uniform, i.e., not
all the spins are parallel to one another. This

effect is minimal for circular or ellipsoidal
dots, but maximal for square or rectangular
dots. As a consequence, elliptical dots should
reach single domain states at remanence for
much larger elements and smaller length-to-
width ratios (or lateral aspect ratio) than
rectangular dots of the same material and
lateral aspect ratio. However, there are no
systematic studies of this issue. Due to the
sensitivity of the magnetic properties of dots
on the fabrication process (which affects the
microstructure or edge roughness) and other
parameters (e.g., thickness), it is virtually
impossible to draw any conclusion from the
existing results on similar systems.

(iii) For large dots, domains are formed so as to
minimize the external magnetic flux and thus
the demagnetizing field (closure domain
[102,103,108,109,116,123,136,183,186,375,386,
389,404,405,421,441,446–449] or vortex states
[55,83,97,102,110,113,115,155,174–178,363,
364,369,373,374,389,419,444–446]). Dots with
sharp corners produce large magnetic flux
at corners (much larger than ellipses), thus
it is energetically favorable to form domains
to reduce the demagnetizing field. Conse-
quently, in principle, it should be harder
to keep a single domain state in square
or rectangular dot than in circular or
elliptical ones. However, other factors, such
as crystalline anisotropy, also play an im-
portant role.

Many other properties of magnetic dots stem
from their domain structures. On the one
hand, single domain dots tend to have larger
coercivities than corresponding continuous films
[55,83,132,138,141,152,160,163,169,175,176,182,183,
218,354,379,380], due to the change in reversal
mechanism (e.g., from domain nucleation to
coherent rotation) and/or the increase in demag-
netizing field. On the other hand, systems with
closure domain structure or vortex states will
have reduced remnant magnetization [136,175,
176,358,375,380,381]. In other words, the magne-
tization process, and thus the hysteresis loop, may
be radically different between dots of different
sizes and continuous films of the same material.

Fig. 5. MFM images in zero applied field after parallel

demagnetization along the side of the dot for (a) 150 nm thick,

(c) 50 nm thick, and (e) 25 nm thick Co dot arrays and after

parallel demagnetization along the diagonal of the dot for (b)

150 nm thick, (d) 50 nm thick, and (f) 25 nm thick Co dot arrays

(courtesy Hehn et al. [153]).
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Another important property of the dots is the
presence of new anisotropies absent in continuous
films. There are essentially four such anisotropies:
(i) the most important is related to the shape of the
dots (shape anisotropy). Strictly speaking shape
anisotropy is not a new anisotropy, since it is also
present in bulk and thin film ferromagnets.
However, shape anisotropy reaches a more critical
role in nanostructures, since it is one of the most
important aspects determining the magnetic state
of the nanostructures, especially for polycrystalline
systems and systems with small magnetic aniso-
tropy. In these cases, the shape anisotropy
becomes much larger than the intrinsic anisotro-
pies and can therefore dominate the magnetic
behavior of the system. For example, polycrystal-
line rectangular or elliptical dots tend to have the
easy axis along the long axis of the elements [458],
or columnar dots along their length (Fig. 6); (ii)
surface anisotropy which becomes pronounced in
dots where the surface-to-volume ratio is high. The
reduction in coordination numbers of the surface
atoms can introduce frustration and spin disorder
[482–484]. Even antiferromagnetic nanodots could
develop net magnetizations at very small sizes
[485,486] (iii) The configurational anisotropy is
related to the small deviations of the spins from
the parallel state at the corners of non-ellipsoidal

dots, due to the non-homogeneous demagnetizing
field [55,378,380,382]; (iv) as will be discussed
later, the interactions between dots can also induce
new anisotropies in the system [156,381,394].
A more subtle effect is the quantization of the

spin wave spectrum as observed by Brillouin light
scattering (BLS), where only certain spin wave
modes can exist due to small size of the dots
[158,386,395]. Similar effects have been observed
by ferromagnetic resonance (FMR), where multi-
ple resonance appear for nanostructured dots
[396,397], as can be observed in Fig. 7. These
effects are probably related to quantization of spin
waves by the lateral size of the dots.
Finally, for dots of small volume V ; the

anisotropy energy, KuV ; becomes comparable to
or smaller than the thermal energy, kBT ; and they
become ‘‘superparamagnetic’’ [168,179,180,381,
487,488]. The thermal fluctuations are sufficient
to overcome the energy barriers that separate the
different spin states within the time frame of the
measurement, thus the dots are no longer ferro-
magnetic (FM) [458]. However, they become again
ferromagnetic for sufficiently low temperatures
[168,180]. This effect should be easier to observe
in the smallest possible dots made with materials
with low-crystalline anisotropy (e.g., permalloy-
Fe20Ni80) and shapes with small shape anisotropy
(e.g., disks) [180,382].

3.2. Interaction in arrays of dots

Due to the 1=r3 dependence of the dipole–dipole
interaction, the effects of the interactions between
dots depend strongly not only on the distance
between the centers of the dots but also the
distance between edges of the dots. Moreover, the
effects of interaction, e.g. changes in the coercivity,
will be more significant in systems with a small
crystalline and shape anisotropy, i.e., with small
saturation and coercive fields. In other words, it is
easier to observe an effect of a 20Oe interaction
field in a system with a coercivity of 100Oe than in
one of 3000Oe. Another important factor influen-
cing the interaction among dots is the magnetiza-
tion state of the dots. Usually the dots are assumed
to be single domains, so they can be approximated
by dipoles. However, often the dots are in

Fig. 6. MFM image of an array of Co dots which are 70 nm in

diameter and 100 nm tall. The symmetry of the images shows

that the moments are out-of-plane (courtesy Fernandez et al.

[183]).
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magnetization states with reduced or no external
flux at remanence (e.g., closure domains or vortex
state). Such systems should have negligible inter-
actions at fields close to H ¼ 0 due to the mB0
state and the corresponding lack of stray fields.
Nevertheless, interactions could become significant
as the external field is increased, resulting in non-
zero dipolar moments; and they are often im-
portant for large applied fields when the dots
become saturated. It is noteworthy that, due to the
relation between the dipolar field (Hd) and the
magnetic moment (Eqs. (1) and (2)), the interac-
tion field between two single domain dots depends
on their thickness; e.g. if the thickness is reduced
by one half, Hd will also be reduced to half.
Similarly, if the material of the dots changes, the
interaction field will also change; e.g. the interac-
tion field between two single domain Fe dots is
about 3.5 times larger than if the same dots were
made of Ni, since MS(Fe)/MS(Ni)E3.5 [489]. The
direction of the moment, e.g., in-plane or out-of-
plane, also plays an important role due to the
different kinds of dipolar fields. Finally, another
factor strongly affecting the interaction is the
number and distribution of nearest neighbors, e.g.

one dot has four nearest neighbors in a square
lattice, but six in a hexagonal lattice.
Hence, due to a combination of the above

factors, although some researchers claim negligible
effects of interactions in arrays of dots
[116,152,163,168,172,175,217,260,261,359,384,391],
others describe drastic changes [55,83,88,103,111,
117,121,122,127,131,137,147,155,156,158,167,170,
173,180,218,271–274,278–280,354,360,361,370,375,
376,381,384,393–395,397,421,430,434,444,448,449,
451]. In this section, we describe some of the
observed effects of dipolar interaction.
To give an intuitive picture, to first order, of the

effect of the dipolar interaction, we first examine
two dipoles with moments parallel to each other
but perpendicular to their separation (Fig. 8(a)–
(b)). The dipolar field (Hd; Eq. (1)) created by one
on the other is opposite to the magnetization
direction and thus tends to reverse it. Assume that
the dipoles have slightly different switching fields,
HSW1 and HSW2 (HSW1DHSW2DHSW). Note that
the switching fields for dipoles are equivalent to
the coercive fields for realistic magnetic entities.
When an external reversal field (HAppl) is applied
against the dipole moment direction, one of the

Fig. 7. Microwave absorption of 60 nm thick Ni80Fe20 square dot array with a width and a spacing of 1mm (courtesy Maeda et al.

[397]).
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dipoles will switch sooner at jHSW1j � jHdj; where
Hd is the dipolar field created by the second dipole.
Once switched, this dipole’s dipolar field now helps
to stabilize the unswitched dipole. So the second
dipole reverses at jHSW2j þ jHdj: This means that
the hysteresis loop, instead of having a single jump
of magnetization at HSW (as for a single dipole),
will have two jumps, at jHSW1j � jHdj and jHSW2j þ
jHdj (Fig. 8(c)). The switching field of the interact-
ing dipoles is still essentially HSW: Nevertheless the
switching width (DHSW) changes from zero for an
isolated dipole to 2jHdj: Had both dots been truly

identical (HSW1 ¼ HSW2), they would feel exactly
the same net field at all times and would
consequently switch simultaneously. Therefore,
the observed switching field should be smaller
than that for a single dipole. It is noteworthy that
this simple picture depends notably on the relative
orientation of the spins [490–499]. For example,
two collinear dipoles (i.e., head-to-tail dipoles, see
Fig. 8(d)–(e)) would have a switching field larger

than the individual dipoles, since in this case the
dipolar field is in the direction of the dipole’s
moment (see Fig. 8(d)), hence opposite to the

applied field before switching. Consequently, in
this case Hd tends to stabilize the unswitched
dipoles. Moreover, ideally in this case the switch-
ing width DHSW should be zero (Fig. 8(f)). Even if
there was some difference between the switching
fields in the individual dipoles, this non-zero DHSW

will be reduced due to the dipolar field.
In arrays this simple intuitive picture becomes

more complex. Depending on the configuration of
the dipoles, the dipolar field amplitude and
direction could be different for different dots.
For example, in a hexagonal array of dipoles with
magnetization aligned out-of-plane, the dipolar
field felt by the central dipole due to its nearest
neighbors would be 6 times of that from each.
However, the dipolar field of the same array when
they are magnetized in-plane would be completely
different and even more complex. For example,
when a dipole in such an in-plane array is
switched, the dipolar field not only changes its
amplitude (as in the case of out-of-plane moments)
but also its direction. Another related consequence
of the array geometry is that the switching field of
one dipole will depend on the number of switched
neighbors [88,103,117,451]. Also notice that the
dipolar interactions depend on the size of a finite
array [385,500] and that in many cases it may not
be enough to only consider the effects of nearest
neighbors [501].
It must also be considered that nanostructured

magnetic dots have a finite size, consequently the
dipolar field created by a dot may be quite
different from the one created by a dipole,
especially at short distances. Moreover, the dipolar
field felt by a dot may depend on the position, i.e.,
larger at one edge than at the center [414]. Hence,
in most cases magnetic dots cannot be strictly
considered as dipoles. This effect is best seen in
large dots where the domain structure of the dots
depends on the distance between dots, i.e. due
to the non-uniform dipolar field felt by the
dot [137,502–505]. Although in many cases
the dipole approximation can give a valuable
intuitive picture, it is important to stress that,
the simple dipolar approach, i.e. assuming that the
nanostructures behave like dipoles, is only valid if
the size of the nanostructure is much smaller than
the distance between nanostructures. To carry out

Fig. 8. Sketch of the effect of dipolar interaction between two

magnetic moments. (a), (b) and (c) represent respectively the

dipolar field, examples of magnetic dots configuration and

hysteresis loop for the case where the moments are parallel to

each other but perpendicular to their separation. (d), (e) and (f)

represent the case where the magnetic moments are not only

parallel to each other but also parallel to the separation

distance.
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a more accurate estimate of the effects of
the dipolar fields in arrays of nanostructures,
the magnetostatic self-energy, due to the de-
magnetizing field, needs to be evaluated,
Wmsp

R
MðrÞHDemðrÞ dv; where MðrÞ is the spatial

distribution of the magnetization and HDemðrÞ is
the local demagnetizing field at each point
[462,506,507]. The stable magnetic configuration
can subsequently be found by minimizing Wms:
Nevertheless, one has to take into account that
MðrÞ and consequently HDemðrÞ depend on the
position. For example, if we assume an array of
uniformly magnetized disks, the magnetization,
MðrÞ; can be defined as MðrÞ ¼ MS at the disks
and MðrÞ ¼ 0 between the disks [507]. However, if
more realistic magnetization states are used for the
nanostructures the evaluation of the self-energy
integral becomes increasingly complex.
It is noteworthy that we have only considered

dipolar effects. However, in certain cases, higher
order terms (e.g. quadropolar) may become
relevant, especially when mB0 [508–510]. More-
over, exchange effects are in theory possible if the
dot separation is small enough to allow tunneling
(on the order of 1 nm) [511,512]. Although no
ordered arrays have attained these small separa-
tions, some pseudo-ordered arrays are approach-
ing this limit [298–301,513].

3.2.1. Direct observation

Electron holography has been used to probe the
fringing fields of magnetic nanostructures. This
technique relies on the interference of a reference
electron beam and another probing beam that goes
through the sample, both of which were split from
one original beam. The phase shift observed in the
interference pattern is proportional to the flux
emanating from the element. However, since the
fringing fields exist in 3D, electron holography
renders a 2D projection of the 3D field. In
specimens with complex geometries, fringing fields
in excess of 1500Oe have been observed at
distances 15 nm away from the elements [514].
Measurements on arrays of Co dots have shown
that the fringing fields strongly depend on the
magnetization state of the dots. Dots with small
net moments (Fig. 9), e.g. closure domains or
vortex states, have negligible stray fields, while

single domain dots have much larger stray fields
[97,419,446,447,514].

3.2.2. Changes in coercivity

One of the reported effects of dot interaction is
the change in coercivity, which corresponds to the
switching field discussed under the dipole context
(Section 3.2). Contradictory results have been
reported in different materials (e.g., Co, Ni,
Ni80Fe20) [55,83,88,103,111,121,147,155,218,360,
361,370,376,381,384,430,434,446,448,449,451], or
for differently shaped elements or arrays of the
same material (e.g., Ni80Fe20) [55,83,103,111,155,
218,360,361,370,381,448,449]. Coercivity enhance-
ment, reduction or insensitivity to dot separation
can be found in the literature. For example, an
increase of HC of 800Oe has been reported for
pairs of rectangular Co dots when the center-to-
center distance between dots has been decreased
from 1 mm to 150 nm (with a corresponding 50 nm
gap between dot edges) [88]; while rectangular
arrays of rectangular Ni80Fe20 dots exhibit a
decrease of 100Oe in HC when reducing the
center-to-center distance from about 1 mm to
200 nm (50 nm gap) [360,361] (see Fig. 10); or no

Fig. 9. Representative off-axis electron hologram showing two

patterned Co nanostructures from linear chain of elements

(courtesy Dunin-Borkowski et al. [419]).
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change in the collective coercivity has been
observed in a linear array of rectangular Ni80Fe20
dots when reducing spacing from 2 mm to 250 nm
(50 nm gap) [103]. Hence, these discrepancies are
probably due to a number of factors, such as the
type of array, magnetization state of the dots,
switching mechanisms, and the fact that the
nanodots are not simple dipoles. We have to stress
that the field resulting from the dipolar interaction
depends on the magnetization state of each dot,
which in turn depends on the effective field of the
neighboring elements. Consequently, the dipolar
fields will change during the magnetization pro-
cess. An example of the complex behavior due to

interaction can be found in Fig. 11, where the
switching mechanism appears to change (from
rotation to vortex creation) as the dots are brought
closer together with the resulting reduction in
coercivity.

3.2.3. Switching width

Most studies seem to agree that, as discussed for
the case of two parallel dipoles, dipolar interaction
tends to change the switching width DHSW as
compared to isolated dots. However, similar to the
results on HC; reports of increase [88,103,111,
117,448,449,451,515] or decrease [121,360,361,376,
384,430,434] of DHSW can be found in the
literature. An example of increase of DHSW with
decreasing dot distance can be seen in Fig. 12.
Again these discrepancies can be attributed to the
different types of arrays (linear, square, hexago-
nal) and the reversal mechanisms for the dots
(coherent rotation, domain formation, vortex
formation). Unfortunately, generalization of the
behavior would be rather complex with the limited
number of studies in completely different systems.
Note that a consequence of the intuitive inter-

acting dipole model described earlier is that the
loop will become more sheared while maintaining
the coercivity [455,516,517]. This shearing is
indeed observed experimentally for some interact-
ing systems [155,167,171,173].

3.2.4. Induced anisotropies

In principle the dipolar interaction fields in
symmetric arrays (e.g., square or hexagonal)
should be isotropic, hence there should be no
angular dependence of the interaction field. How-
ever, Brillouin light scattering measurements of a
square array of permalloy dots exhibited an
anisotropic in-plane coupling. The authors attrib-
uted this anisotropy to the dipolar interaction
between unsaturated parts of the dots due to
domain formation [156,393,394], although quad-
rupolar effects could result in similar induced
anisotropies [509]. Others claimed the anisotropies
to be related to slight shape anisotropies of the
individual dots [385]. These results stress the
importance of the magnetization state of the
dots. Moreover, if the lattice itself has low
symmetry (e.g., rectangular), anisotropies should

Fig. 10. Fraction of switched particles reversed from their

original saturation direction as a function of switching field

(HSF) in (a) non-interacting array and (b) a weakly interacting

array. Approximately 100 particles were observed in three

different regions of array (a), and 90 particles in two different

areas of array (b). ‘‘+’’ in the legend indicates data taken

starting from saturation in positive field direction, and ‘‘�’’
indicates initial negative field saturation. The dashed curves

display AGM measurements of the fractional change in the

remanent magnetization from its saturated value, for the same

arrays (courtesy Gibson et al. [360]).
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Fig. 11. Hysteresis loops for different arrays of rectangular

(a � b) permalloy particles. In this series the particle size was

held constant at 0.21� 0.41mm2 and the center-to-center

interparticle spacings were varied as follows: (a) 1.7mm along

a direction and 2.2mm along b direction, (b) 0.8mm along a and

1.0mm along b; (c) 0.5 mm along a and 0.6 mm along b:Note that
although the coercivity (taken as usual where M ¼ 0) does

decrease with decreasing particle spacing, the other changes in

the loop indicate a complicated magnetic behavior (courtesy

Smyth et al. [83]).

Fig. 12. Top panel shows a Foucault image of NiFe elements

with two pointed ends in an array with 250 nm center-to-center

spacing. Component of induction mapped in direction of

arrow. The bottom panel presents the effect of element spacing

for NiFe elements 200 nm wide and 26 nm thick on (a) the

switching field, and (b) the standard deviation of switching field

measurements (courtesy Kirk et al. [103]).
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be expected. This has been demonstrated in
rectangular arrays of permalloy dots, where the
effects of the interaction along the short and long
axes are completely different [55,381], as discussed
in the next section.

3.2.5. Collective behavior

The minimum energy state for two parallel
dipoles is different if they are collinear (e.g., two
out-of-plane dots, Fig. 8(b)) or coaxial (e.g., two
in-plane elliptical dots along the ellipse main axis,
Fig. 8(e)), while the first is antiferromagnetic the
second is ferromagnetic. The minimum energy
states due to the dipolar field for different kinds
of spin lattices have been studied theoretically.
Similarly to the two-dipole case, the minimum
energy state depends on the exact spin arrange-
ment and the size of the system [500,518–522].
It has been frequently reported that the switch-

ing of dot arrays with in-plane magnetization takes
place along rows [111,122,376,384,451,523]. This
could be a consequence of the fact that the
minimum energy state for head-to-tail dipoles in
a row is a FM state [508]. However, for parallel
rows in a square lattice, the minimum energy state
is with antiparallel rows (i.e., essentially an ‘‘AF’’
state). Moreover, as can be seen in Fig. 13, studies
of the magnetization state of arrays of out-of-
plane dots after ac-demagnetization (i.e., low-
energy state) exhibits a checkerboard state (with
spins up and down) [127,173,180,218,263,264,271].
This is in agreement with theoretical studies of a
square lattice of spins that predict an AF mini-
mum energy state [498,499,501,506,507,524,525].

However, the ground state may be more complex
if the dots present no anisotropy axis (e.g.
polycrystalline disks) or random anisotropy axes
[525–527].
Moreover, the competition between different

effects may produce some unusual phenomena in
the magnetic properties of arrays of magnetic dots.

Fig. 14. Hysteresis loops measured in arrays of circular super-

malloy Ni80Fe14Mo5 particles for different lattice spacings and

applied field directions. All loops were measured within the field

range7150Oe: the large panels show high-magnification views
around zero field; insets show the full measured loop. The

vertical axis of all loops is magnetization normalized by the

saturation value. Panels (a) and (b) show the lattice to be

magnetically disordered. Panel (d) shows the lattice to be

magnetically ordered. Panel (c) is near the transition point

between ordered and disordered lattices (courtesy Cowburn

et al. [381]).

Fig. 13. Demagnetized states for arrays of rectangular

(1.35mm� 1 mm) Pt/Co/Pt dots separated by weakly magnetic
lines of width (a) 60 nm and (b) 100 nm. The image is over a

34.6� 34.6mm2 area and obtained by Faraday rotation

magneto-optical microscopy (courtesy Aign et al. [271]).
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For example, switching from in-plane to out-of-
plane behavior have been observed in certain
systems when decreasing interdot distance (i.e.,
increasing the dipolar coupling) [164,171,173,506]
or increasing temperature (i.e., reduction of the
crystal anisotropy) [354,403,524].
However, a more striking demonstration of these

collective effects is shown in Fig. 14 for permalloy
dots in a rectangular lattice. The dots are
sufficiently small to be superparamagnetic at room
temperature for large separations. If the field is
applied along the short axis of the rectangular
lattice, as the dot separation is reduced the dots
interact due to the increased dipolar field. Thus, the
originally random (superparamagnetic) moments,
align along the row of dots, evidenced by an
increase of remanence and coercivity. This effect is
the strongest for the smallest distances achieved
(20nm gap between the edges of the dots). At this
distance, the row of dots becomes fully FM with
essentially 100% remanence [55,381]. This is in
agreement with the minimum energy state of a row
of dipoles, which should have a FM arrangement
as the low-energy state. Interestingly, if the field is
applied along the long axis of the rectangular
lattice, the system becomes increasingly less mag-
netic, although the individual rows are ferromag-
netically aligned. This implies that the moments of
the dots in each row, as a whole, align antiferro-
magnetically to the magnetization of the dots in the
next row, as expected from the low-energy state of
such a dipole arrangement (similar to two dipoles
with out-of-plane moments).
It would be interesting to study the temperature

dependence of these effects, since if there was a
phase transition one would expect a temperature-
dependent critical dot separation for aligning the
moments.
Finally, note that the properties described in this

subsection are possibly related to the ‘‘super-
ferromagnetism’’ effects studied in pseudo-ordered
and disordered systems [241,284,394,513,528].
Moreover, the spin-glass like states (‘‘superspin-
glass states’’) observed in disordered systems with
frustrated dipolar interactions [528] could also be
relevant for systems with random anisotropy axes.
More complex magnetic systems, such as hard

magnetic dots embedded in a soft magnetic matrix

[91,130,131,268,270–277,529], fine particles [530],
or magnetic dots deposited on ferromagnetic [195]
or antiferromagnetic layers [331], are not being
discussed in detail in this review. Such systems are
often strongly affected by the specific exchange
and dipolar coupling between both magnetic
phases, making the analysis of their properties
increasingly complicated.

3.3. Dynamic effects

The dynamic effects in magnetic nanostructures
are becoming increasingly important at extremely
small physical length scales and time scales [531].
Issues such as magnetization reversal mechanisms,
thermal stability, and ultrafast switching are both
fundamentally interesting and practically impor-
tant, for example, in ultrahigh density and high
data rate magnetic recording and magnetic mem-
ory applications. Over recent years, advancements
in nanolithography and magnetic characterization
(imaging, m-SQUID, etc) have enabled the study of
individual magnetic entities [88,349,368,406,532–
535], whose properties are often masked in a
collection of entities with certain size and shape
distributions. In the following, we will first discuss
the dynamic effects in individual magnetic entities,
then the collective behavior.
In typical magnetization reversal studies on

individual magnetic entities, a reversal magnetic
field is applied opposite to the magnetization
direction, and the reversal is characterized by
MFM [88,533], Lorentz-TEM [534], m-SQUID
[349,536], Kerr microscopy [368], or scanning
electron microscopy with polarization analysis
(SEMPA) [260]. Although most of these techniques
do not have ultrafast time resolution, the short time
scale is indirectly extrapolated from the measure-
ments. However, the exact reversal mechanism is
still difficult to understand. Even in the simplest case
of single-domain particles, there are deviations from
the N!eel–Brown model of thermally assisted mag-
netization reversal over a single potential barrier
[198,533,537,538]. Magnetization reversal can as-
sume curling and buckling modes, or in general a
complex path in the configurational space [533].
Such deviations have been attributed to defects,
ends, and other imperfections in real samples, and
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have been shown to vanish in well-prepared single-
domain particles [536]. Under such collinear field-
magnetization configuration, the reversal speed is
limited to the nanosecond level [533,536,537,539].
Alternatively, the reversal can be achieved by

precession of the magnetization, induced by a
pulsed reversal field applied perpendicular to the
magnetization [540–546]. For micro and nano-
magnets, the reversal details are measured by Kerr
microscopy [540,542,543], spin-dependent tunnel-
ing and magnetotransport measurements
[544,547–549], or time-resolved X-ray magnetic
circular dichroism [550], which provide direct as
well as indirect characterizations at the extremely
short time scale. In particular, picosecond time-
resolved Kerr microscopy provides powerful in-
sights into the spatiotemporal evolution of the
magnetization reversal processes [540,542,543].
Much shorter reversal time scale due to the
precessional reversal mode, in the picosecond
range, has been observed [540,542–544]. It has
also been shown that the demagnetization field
may be used to assist the reversal via the
precession motion [545]. Thus a moderate field-
strength of a few kOe, well within the typical
magnetic recording write-head field range, is
sufficient to induce such ultrafast reversal via
precession. Although the precessional mode is
clearly associated with the symmetry of the
underlying equilibrium spin configuration [542],
much details still awaits further understanding.
For arrays of magnetic entities, the collective

behavior is also important. The shift of the spin
wave frequency observed by BLS is the most clear
dynamic effect of interdot interactions [395], in
agreement with theoretical predictions [551,552].
Furthermore, small changes in the FMR reso-
nance spectrum have also been reported [397].
Although as mentioned above it is not easy to
distinguish anisotropies arising from interactions,
with those arising from the individual dots [385].

3.4. Micromagnetic calculations in nanostructured

elements

As mentioned in the different sections, some of
the magnetic properties of arrays of nanostruc-
tured dots have been studied theoretically, both

by micromagnetic calculations and analytical
modeling [168,218,455,490–492,498,499,502–507,509,
516,517,523,524,526,527,551–556]. The models are
often tailored to specific cases, and consequently
they are difficult to generalize. However, the main
models and some representative results deserve to
be considered.
The ability of micromagnetics to obtain a

theoretical approach to understand the magnetic
behavior of magnetic materials [557–565] has been
used to address the magnetization reversal in
patterned dots or elements with submicrometric
dimensions, with particular emphasis on the effects
of the shape, size, or material of the elements. In
these studies, each magnetic element is usually
divided into a Cartesian array of parallelepiped
cells, and a magnetization vector at the center of
each cell (Mi) is defined (with 9Mi9 ¼MS). In order
to consider 9Mi9 ¼MS within each cell, the size of
each individual cell is usually taken to be the order
of the exchange length, lex: The equilibrium
distribution of magnetization for a given value of
the applied magnetic field is then found by
numerically integrating the coupled Landau–
Lifschitz–Gilbert equations [557] of each discrete
cell (denoted by i), that govern the magnetization
dynamics:

dM i=dt ¼ � gM i � ½Heff �i

� ðag=MSÞM i � ðM i½Heff �iÞ; ð3Þ

where g is the electron gyromagnetic ratio, a is a
damping constant, and Heff is the effective
magnetic field. The latter is defined as
Heff
 �m�10 qE=qM ; where E is the average energy
density. Heff includes all relevant sources of
magnetic field, such as exchange, crystalline aniso-
tropy, demagnetization, and Zeeman energy terms,
which are evaluated within each particular case.
Some of the submicron elements that have been

studied are parallelepiped planar squares or prisms
[471–473,505,566–569], and rectangular bars with
pointed ends of NiFe [505]; circular [478], elliptical
[454], and rectangular [570,571] planar dots of Co;
rectangular [104,572] and diamond-shaped [572]
Fe(1 1 0) elements; circular Fe(1 0 0) dots [137]; Ni
truncated pyramids [168]; spin valve elements
with different end shapes [97,571,573,574]; and
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elongated tape media elements [499,575]. Other
shapes have also been considered, like spheres
and prolate ellipsoids [464], octagons [502], or
complex geometries [502,576]. In these systems,
different magnetic properties have been investi-
gated, such as domain configuration or the
presence of vortex and flower states as a func-
tion of field [104,137,168,456,464,471–473,478,
566–568,570,571], magnetization reversal by cur-
ling modes [577], the influence of the particular
material parameters [578], edge and shape effects
[97,454,456,470,472,474,505,572–576], or the be-
havior of magnetoresistance [568]. Several of these
studies present a direct comparison with experi-
mental results, allowing a better interpretation of
the different observed magnetic behaviors. Some
examples are the existence of a single domain
configuration with small boundary deviations
from uniformity in 1 mm-sized Fe(1 0 0) dots
[137]; the presence and size of stripe and flux
closure domains at remanence in Fe(1 1 0) rectan-
gles of 0.5 mm in width, for longitudinal and
transverse applied magnetic fields [104,572], as
well as the dependence of the hysteresis loops on
the element shape for both field configurations in
diamonds and rectangles of the same material
[572]; the incoherent magnetization reversal in Ni
truncated pyramids, governed by the microstruc-
tural columnar grains [168]; a reversible vortex
growth in a wide field range in Co polycrystalline
dots [478]; and the antiferromagnetic coupling
between magnetic layers and the shape dependence
of the coercive field in Co/Au/Ni elements [97].
Micromagnetic simulation studies have also

been applied to small arrays of magnetic particles
with interactions through magnetostatic fields.
Several of the investigated systems consist of
arrays of rectangular-like permalloy elements with
different shapes at the ends [498,503,504,523],
cubic particles arranged in different configurations
[490,491], Ni cylindrical nanowires [579], networks
of Co spherical nanoparticles [526,527], and Co/Pt
multilayers deposited on silicon substrates with
arrays of dots [218]. Some of the main new
findings of these calculations, taking into account
dots interactions, are the presence of plateaus in
the hysteresis loops [498,523], the existence of
antiferromagnetically aligned states [218,498,527],

a significant decrease in the number of domains in
the central elements of the array at the remanence
[503], and changes in the switching fields
[218,490,491,504,523,527,579].
Other theoretical models and approaches, dif-

ferent than the micromagnetic ones, have also
addressed important issues concerning arrays of
submicron structures. Some of them are based in
mean-field theories [580], analyzing or predicting
properties of magnetostatically coupled single-
domain element arrays. Among them, the follow-
ing can be found: studies about the geometry
effects on the coupling energy, the corresponding
configurational ground states and induced aniso-
tropies in the arrays [507,509,553]; the analysis of
the magnetization and magnetic susceptibility of
the interacting system [554]; the study of the
dependence of magnetization processes on tem-
perature, field direction and array size [524]; the
simulation of the hysteresis loops characteristics
[455]; the analysis of the high-frequency dynamic
response [551]; a model about the existence of
reorientational transitions from in-plane to out-of
plane magnetization states in the arrays as the sizes
are modified [506]; and the deduction of the easy-
axis distribution and interaction strength at
remanence in the system [581].
Finally, it is worth mentioning other models

that investigate the effects of magnetocrystalline
anisotropy in polycrystalline islands [432], the
shape and size effects on the demagnetizing factor
tensor of the elements [462], the relaxation
processes [162], the magnetization switching of
spherical particles by Monte Carlo simulations
[582], the shape and edge effects on the magneto-
static mode spectrum [396], the oscillating size
dependence of the magnetic moment in very small
dots [511], and the presence of quantization effects
in the spin-wave frequencies due to small dot size
[583].

3.5. Nanostructured lines and wires

Contrary to single dots, the magnetic properties
of single lines are rather simple to measure with
conventional magneto-transport measurements.
For arrays of magnetic lines, a variety of
measurement techniques have been used, such
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as magneto-transport [100,112,122,126,135,219,
220,224–231,350,584–594], magnetization (VSM
[215,216,586–588,595], SQUID [227–231,589],
MOKE [100,120,126,135,241–245,257,590–594,
596–598], AGM [599], Magneto-Optical Torque
[600]), domain imaging (MFM [220,260,261,585,
594], scanning electron microscope with spin
analysis [222,223]), and dynamic magnetic mea-
surements (FMR [122,397,595] or BLS [89,601–
606]).

3.5.1. Magnetization reversal in single lines

In nanostructured lines, three main effects have
been studied: (i) the width of the lines
[122,126,591–593,602,605,607–609], (ii) the com-
position (polycrystalline single phase [89,95,98,
100,101,112,122,126,224–226,397,584,585,589,591–
597,599,601,602,605–623], amorphous [120], single
crystal single phase [135,590,600,624,625], multi-
layers [122,133,224–226,586–588,607,626–634], or
FM/AF bilayers [129,586,587,635,636]) and (iii)
the ‘‘shape’’ of the lines (e.g., constrictions, zigzag
or modified ends) [98,100,101,585,587,589,609,
10,614–623,626,631,635].
(i) The basic effects of reducing the width can be

sorted into four main classes
(a) Increase in HC for longitudinal fields (applied

parallel to the lines) [95,120,122,126,135,224–
226,257,586,587,590,592,593,595–597,599,605,617,
627] (see Fig. 15). This increase is due to the
existence of a small magnetic ripple structure in
the line (related to the width of the line). When a
reversal field is applied, the magnetic poles created
by the ripple structure cause the magnetization to
buckle. This buckling structure gives rise to
domains with magnetization perpendicular to the
line, which block the reversal domain propagation
along the length of the line. Hence there is an
increase in coercivity [637].
(b) Increase in saturation fields for fields applied

perpendicular to the lines [95,112,122,126,135,
257,586,587,590,592,593,595,596,599,605,613,631]
(see Fig. 15). This increase is simply related to the
shape anisotropy. The saturation field of a line can
be estimated by HSE3=2 HDemag ¼ 3=2 (t=w) MS

(in SI units), where HDemag is the demagnetizing
field of the wire, and t and w are the thickness and
the width [638]. Therefore, for a fixed thickness,

the saturating field will increase when reducing the
line width as 1=w [126].
(c) Change in domain structure [101,220,260,

261,460,594,608,621,624]: as films, usually multi-
domained, are patterned into lines, the number
of domains that can nucleate is drastically
reduced. A first stage is to obtain closure
domains for moderately wide lines. Finally,
the lines become single-domained when the
width is sufficiently narrow.
(d) Change of reversal mechanisms for in-plane

perpendicular fields [112,122,126,135,586,587,590,

Fig. 15. The magnetization, as inferred from the magnetoop-

tical Kerr effect (MOKE) measurements on a range of Fe(0 0 1)

gratings with wire width fixed at 0.5mm and variable separa-

tions s; for the field applied in-plane magnetic field parallel
(y ¼ 01) and perpendicular (y ¼ 901) to the wires. The reference

sample is an unpatterned Fe mesa of the same dimensions as the

grating structures. The inserts show the measurement direction

schematically, with the arrow indicating the direction of the

applied magnetic field (courtesy Shearwood et al. [135]).
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592,593,595,596,599,605]: in a continuous poly-
crystalline film, the reversal mechanism is usually
dominated by domain nucleation and motion,
hence some irreversibility (i.e., coercivity) is
expected. As the width of the lines is increasingly
reduced, when the field is applied perpendicular to
the line, the domains can no longer nucleate.
Consequently the reversal has to be dominated by
magnetization rotation, thus reducing the irrever-
sibility. This effect is analogous to the one
observed when measuring a thin film with the
field in-plane or out-of-plane.
Other unusual effects of the line width reduction

include: the quantization of the spin wave modes
[122,397,595,601], similar to nanostructured dots,
although lines with large crystal anisotropy may
not exhibit this quantization [603,604]; localization
or surface effects, which result in the reduction of
TC or the presence of multiple TC [352,639,640];
the increase in domain wall size [608]; or strong
magnetoelastic effects in embedded wires [641].
(ii) The behavior described in (i) applies for

polycrystalline lines of a single phase, where the
magneto-crystalline anisotropy is virtually aver-
aged out and demagnetizing effects dominate.
However, for single crystals, exchange coupled
lines or multilayers, anisotropies such as the
magneto-crystalline, the unidirectional exchange
anisotropy or interlayer coupling are also impor-
tant [122,133,135,586–588,590,607,624–630,632–
636]. Consequently, the magnetic behavior will
be affected by several factors, often leading to
increasingly complex reversal mechanisms. For
example, a change from positive to negative
anisotropic MR with temperature in single-crystal
Co lines [625]; an increase of exchange bias field
(i.e., loop shift in the field axis) with decreasing
width in NiFe/NiO (FM/AF) lines [636]; or a
linear response in transverse MR in Co/Cu/Co
trilayers [133].
(iii) A very active area of research in magnetic

lines is the effect of changing the line shape, since
in this way domain walls can be controlled (e.g.,
creation or pinning of domain walls). Some
examples of modified shapes are constricted lines
(to pin domain walls) [100,101,585,587,614,620,
621,635], zigzag or sharp cornered lines (to
create artificial domain walls) [98,589,609,

616–618,622,623,636], or lines connected to large
pads of the same material (acting as a sources of
domain walls) [100,585,610,619,631]. Some of the
research topics include the contribution of the
domain walls to the MR [618,624,625], estimation
of the speed of a domain wall in a line [632–634],
or quantum tunneling of magnetization [615].
Also, the magnetization reversal processes and
domain configurations of closed lines (i.e. rings)
have been analyzed [99,417].

3.5.2. Interactions in arrays of lines

In contrast to arrays of dots, the results of the
interactions in arrays of lines for different systems
are more consistent [112,135,584,590,591,595,599].
This is because there is essentially only one

arrangement studied, namely parallel lines sepa-
rated by an equal distance. Moreover, most of the
investigations have been carried out in sufficiently
narrow polycrystalline lines that are single do-
mains. In general, the interactions are based on
magnetostatic effects, that are relevant when the
line separation (s) is less than the line width (w)
[584].
The main effect of line interaction is the

reduction of the coercive field (or the effective
anisotropy) with decreased line separation for
fields applied along the line [112,135,584,590,
591,595,599,600] (see Fig. 15). This result is con-
sistent with the intuitive dipole picture discussed
earlier. The interaction field due to the neighboring
lines will be such that it helps the switching, thus
reduced coercivities are expected.
Interestingly, for longitudinal fields, it has been

reported that the magnetization of the lines tends
to align antiferromagnetically [112], as would be
expected for a system of parallel dipoles with 901
bond angle.
For perpendicular fields, the effect of the dipolar

coupling is to reduce the saturation field, as
compared to isolated lines (see Fig. 15). This is
caused by the magnetic charges created along the
edges of the lines, which induce a field in the same
direction as the applied field. Hence, the effective
demagnetizing field is reduced [112,135].
Finally note that dynamic measurements also

exhibit some effects from the dipolar interaction.
For example, similar to what is found for dots, a
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shift of the spin wave frequency is observed
[601,602].

3.5.3. Domain wall resistance in lines

One of the novel effects that can be addressed
using nanostructured lines is the resistivity of a
domain wall. Some current studies on different
shaped lines analyze the contribution of the
domain wall to the MR, since both negative and
positive contributions have been theoretically
described and experimentally observed [642–648].
A positive term (i.e., an increment in the resistiv-
ity) has been deduced or modeled in base to
different mechanisms, such as the backreflection of
electrons by the domain wall [649], the Larmor-
precession-induced deviation of the conduction
electron spin direction during domain wall traver-
sal [644], the mixing of the spin conduction states
induced by the non-collinearity of the magnetiza-
tion within the domain wall [645], the change in
the electronic band structure brought about by the
magnetization rotation [646], or the supression of
weak localization quantum corrections due to the
presence of the domain wall [643]. On the other
hand, it has been proposed that a quantum
correction on the wall contribution to the deco-
herence of electrons can result in a decrease of
resistivity [642]. Also, in a semiclassical approach
that considered the spatial dependence of the
magnetization, it was found that the domain wall
contribution to resistivity could present either
negative or positive sign as a function of the
differences in the spin-dependent relaxation times
of the spin conduction channels [648].
Nanometric zigzag wires have been used to

determine the magnetoresistance of the domain
walls in polycrystalline Co [98,616,650]. By com-
paring two different controllable states at the
remanence (see Fig. 16(a)), a negative contribution
of 1.8 mO-cm/wall to MR is found (see Fig. 16(b))
[98]. This negative term is temperature dependent
with a maximum decrease in r around 100K [650].
Also, a negative MR due to the domain walls has
been reported in Fe(1 1 0) wires [624,651,652], Co
wires [614], and NiFe wires [653,654], where it has
been related with the anisotropic magnetoresis-
tance of the spins in the wall. On the other hand,
positive MR effects associated with domain walls

have been measured in epitaxial 35 nm wide Co
nanowires [655], electrodeposited Co nanowires
exchange biased to a GdCo1.6 layer [656], etched
Co structures [657], and cross-shaped NiFe wires
[609]. Also, it has been shown in epitaxial Co wires
[625] that the domain wall contribution to the
resistivity can be either negative or positive,
depending on whether the wire is oriented parallel
or perpendicular to the magnetic easy axis.

Fig. 16. (a) Schematic illustration of the remanent domain

structure near the corner of a zigzag Co wire. (b) Field

orientation dependence of the resistivities in remanence and

switching fields obtained in a zigzag Co wire (courtesy

Taniyama et al. [98]).
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3.6. Giant magnetoresistance in nanostructured

elements

The discovery of giant magnetoresistance
(GMR) in Fe/Cr multilayers [3] attracted renewed
interests in the research of spin-dependent electron
transport in magnetic multilayers [658]. Nanopat-
terning has been essential to solve one of the great
experimental challenges in this field, i.e., the MR
measurements in the so-called ‘‘current-perpendi-
cular-to-plane’’ (CPP–GMR) configuration, where
the length of the sample is the film thickness. This
results in ultra small resistance values, unless the
sample cross-section is reduced by microfabrica-
tion techniques. Another area of active research in
nanostructured GMR elements has been the
design of high-density magnetic random access
memories (MRAMs). In this section we will start
by presenting a brief account of the problem of
CPP–GMR, since this topic has already been
recently reviewed [345,659–661]. Then, we will
discuss size effects on the more standard ‘‘current-
in-plane’’ GMR (CIP–GMR) and, finally, the
nanometric MRAMs.
(i) CPP transport in GMR multilayers: The

interest in CPP transport was started by theore-
tical predictions of a larger GMR effect in this
geometry than in the regular CIP–GMR geometry
[662]. The CPP–GMR also demonstrates a clear-
cut ‘‘two current’’ model of spin transport, and
can separate the interface and ‘‘bulk’’ spin-
dependent scattering. The first measurements of
CPP–GMR were reported by Pratt et al [663] in
Ag/Co multilayers with 1mm2 cross section, using
a SQUID-based sensing system. Another experi-
ment using standard lithographic achieved pillar-
like samples with cross sections in the 1 mm2 range
[664,665]. There was, however, the problem of
contact resistance and current spreading in the
contacts. Larger aspect-ratios have been obtained
by the electrodeposition of magnetic multilayers
into pores of membranes [73–75,330] (typically
Co/Cu and (Fe, Ni)/Cu). Nanowires with dia-
meters in the range of 30–400 nm and length of 20–
40 mm ensure uniform current distribution in the
cross section. However, until very recently, it has
not been possible to perform measurements in a
single nanowire [371,666].

A different approach has been the fabrication of
magnetic multilayers in V-grooved substrates
[227,667,668] as described in Section 2.4.1.2.
Depending on the angle of multilayer deposition,
two kinds of geometries can be realized. If the
magnetic material is evaporated normal to one of
the two side planes of the groove, a CPP
configuration is obtained due to the self-shadowing
effects [227]. On the other hand, if the deposition is
performed in the direction normal to the substrate
plane, a corrugated multilayer structure is ob-
tained. This is the so-called ‘‘current-at-an-angle’’
(CAP) configuration, since the current flows at an
angle of about 501 with respect to the multilayer
plane [667,668]. From the measurement of CIP
and CAP MR, CPP can be extrapolated.
In the same magnetic multilayer, CPP–GMR is

usually found to be larger than CIP–GMR (by a
factor of up to 10) and values of up to 115% for
Co–Ni–Cu/Cu multilayer [330] and up to 108% in
Fe/Cr multilayers [664] have been reported. CPP–
GMR is also less sensitive than CIP–GMR to
sample inhomogeneities. This makes CPP-based
nanodevices attractive and competitive vs. CIP
ones for sensor applications in ultrahigh density
magnetic storage [371,669].
The connection of GMR with structure of

multilayers is crucial for the understanding of this
phenomenon. This requires independent measure-
ments of the resistivity, the magnetoresistance and
quantitative measurements of the structure
(roughness, interdifussion, lattice expansions,
etc). Moreover, it must be kept in mind that at
short length scales the magnetic structure does not
necessarily follow the physical–chemical structure
[670,671]. These types of studies have been
performed for many years for in-plane resistivity.
However, in the CPP geometry there are only a
few studies where these have been combined
[672,673]. In all cases it is found that structural
changes can drastically affect the magnetoresis-
tance. Moreover, this seems to depend strongly on
the type of materials that form the superlattice, so
probably no universal statements can yet be made.
The characteristic length scale for spin depen-

dent transport in CPP–GMR is not the electronic
mean free path, but the spin-flip diffusion length
lsf ; i.e., the distance over which the conduction
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electron spin is relaxed. It is typically in the
5–100 nm range [674], depending on material and
sample preparation conditions. Based on a model
presented by Valet and Fert [675], the analysis of
CPP–GMR data in a variety of multilayer systems
[659–661] has allowed for the experimental deter-
mination of the bulk and interface scattering spin
asymmetry coefficients. They have been found to
be comparable to those reported by Campbell and
Fert [674] for bulk alloys. Also, in CPP–GMR, the
problems of spin accumulation at the interfaces
and spin injection appear as fundamental issues. A
dramatic effect, recently demonstrated [33–
35,452], is the current driven magnetization
reversal of a thin magnetic layer, in agreement
with theoretical calculations [32,676]. In the
perpendicular transport geometry, the spin-polar-
ized currents may transfer angular momentum
between the layers and exert a torque on the
magnetic moment, resulting in a magnetization
switching [32,676,677]. This phenomenon is parti-
cularly appealing in MRAM devices since the
reading/writing processes may be greatly simplified
by using just one current to do both jobs.
(ii) Size effects in CIP–GMR: Potential applica-

tions of GMR materials in magnetic sensors for
high-density magnetic recording require the study
of finite size effects down to the nanometer scale.
In general, it is found that patterning does not
substantially affect the MR amplitude (DR=R)
[607,678–680], but rather it induces a broadening
of the GMR vs. field curve by a magnetostatic
effect. Therefore, the sensitivity ½dðDR=RÞ=dHÞ�max
decreases as the size is reduced. Also, an increase
in Barkhausen noise for reduced stripe dimensions
has been found in NiFe/Ag multilayers [607,681].
On the other hand, geometrically induced GMR
has been found in patterned NiFe/Ag [607,682]
and Co/Cu multilayers [135] (up to 7.8% for
0.4 mm wide stripes). In this case, spin disorder
necessary for the GMR effect is induced by
magnetostatic coupling in the patterned elements.
(iii) Nanometric MRAMs: Magnetic random

access memories are based on the change between
low ‘‘0’’ and high ‘‘1’’ resistance states of a thin
film device a magnetic field created by an external
‘‘word’’ current. The design of structures with high
MR ratios and nanometric dimensions has essen-

tially focused on two different devices: GMR
based pseudo-spin valves [683] and magnetic
tunnel junctions [14,684].
Pseudo-spin valves consist of a GMR sandwich

structure of two FM layers (e.g., NiFeCo) AF-
coupled by a spacer (e.g., Cu) [46]. The two
magnetic layers have different coercivities so that
the top layer is softer than the bottom. Alterna-
tively, the bottom layer is pinned by exchange bias
to an AF layer. The ‘‘word’’ current is adjusted so
that it is able to switch only the magnetization of
the top FM layer from parallel alignment (low-
resistance state) to antiparallel alignment (high-
resistance state) with respect to the bottom layer (a
typical MR curve is shown in Fig. 17(c) [46]). MR
ratios as high as 8% have been reported for
dimensions down to 0.2 mm at room temperature
[685], but they are reduced by edge effects for
dimensions down to 0.07 mm [628]. MRAM arrays
based on GMR elements have been fabricated by
connecting the individual spin valves in series, as
shown in the SEM photograph of Fig. 17(a)–(b),
for a 5� 5 array of 0.25 mm MRAM cells [46].
Practical applications require fast switching times
and high-density arrays with negligible magnetic
dipolar interactions, which has been demonstrated
at least down to 0.25 mm inter-element distance
[46]. Dynamic measurements [547–549] in the 0.2–
10 ns range have shown that after a switching field
pulse, magnetization reverses by rotation in less
than 0.5 ns, but damped oscillations persist for
several nanoseconds. It is worth noting that
nanometric pseudo-spin valve MRAM cells have
already been successfully integrated with comple-
mentary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS)
transistors [686].
A different type of nanometric MRAMs is a

magnetic tunnel junction, where the MR effect is
provided by spin-dependent tunneling between
two FM layers (usually Co and NiFe) across an
insulating oxide barrier (usually Al2O3). MR ratios
as large as 30% have been reported for devices as
small as 0.2� 0.8 mm2 at room temperature [687].
The parallel alignment of the spins in each
magnetic layer is favored for reduced sizes,
where single domain behavior is more likely
[688,689], and the switching characteristics are
mainly controlled by shape anisotropy [690,691].
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Dynamic measurements in the nanosecond range
[544,692] have shown that magnetization reversal
occurs by a combination of rotation processes at
the central region of the device and field-depen-
dent viscous domain wall movement near the
edges. Low-frequency noise in magnetic tunnel
junctions is known to be caused by thermally
activated motion of domain walls [693].

3.7. Films with ordered arrays of nanometric

antidots

There is also some research in the fabrication
and study of magnetic films with patterned arrays

of holes, usually called negative dots or ‘‘anti-
dots’’. This kind of systems presents some
conceptual advantages for data storage since they
may avoid some of the problems of continuous
media. Although the extent of these studies is not
very large, there are some interesting properties
that have been addressed both experimentally and
theoretically.
First, it has been observed by scanning Kerr

microscopy that an array of square antidots in a
permalloy film actually produces a well-defined
periodic domain structure at remanence [694,695].
This structure consists of small domains around
each antidot, which result from the competition

Fig. 17. (a)–(b) SEM photographs of the final metal etch process and a finished 0.25 mm 5� 5 array for non-volatile magnetoresistive
random access memory devices. (c) Switching characteristics for a 1 mm� 10mm square and a 0.25mm� 2.5 mm square memory cells.

The single domain characteristics of the smaller cell results in cleaner switching performance (courtesy Nordquist et al. [46]).
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between the intrinsic anisotropy of the continuous
film and the induced spatially variant shape
anisotropy. Furthermore, numerical simulations
of these permalloy samples have been carried out
to explore the signal to noise characteristics and
the upper density limit [696,697].
Similarly, the magnetic behavior of Fe films

with arrays of holes has been investigated by BLS,
Lorentz microscopy and the Kerr effect [698–700].
While the studied circular holes do not signifi-
cantly modify the anisotropy and coercivity of the
continuous films [698], the magnetization reversal
process is governed by the antidot array in the case
of elliptical holes [699]. Also, studies in this Fe
samples with holes of different shape indicate that
the anisotropies in the negative arrays are due to
the shape of the holes and not to the array itself
[700]. In the case of Co films with holes, a stripe
domain structure has been observed [109], with the
direction of the stripes determined by the pre-
viously applied field. The arrays of nanometric
antidots are also successful to reduce the demag-
netizing field of a MnNiAl layer with the
magnetization perpendicular to the sample plane
[186].

4. Interactions between magnetic arrays and other

systems

Ordered arrays of magnetic dots have not only
been studied to understand their intrinsic magnetic
properties, but also used to modulate in a
controlled fashion the magnetic field applied on
the system of interest. In this section, we will
describe their use in combination with super-
conducting films to create artificial arrays of
pinning centers, and in hybrid semiconductor/
ferromagnet structures to produce a well-defined
periodic magnetic field.

4.1. Pinning in a superconductor

Flux pinning in superconductors has been the
subject of intense interest because of its intrinsic
and technological relevance. In a type II super-
conductor in the mixed state, the penetration of a
magnetic field B forms a triangular lattice of

vortices, each carrying a quantum of flux F0; with
lattice spacing a0 ¼ 1:075ðF0=BÞ1=2 [701]. A finite
resistivity is found in the superconductor as soon
as vortices start to move due to the Lorentz force
created by a transport current. Thus, the super-
conducting critical current is controlled by the
pinning force exerted by material imperfections
that prevent vortex motion.
In the presence of ordered arrays of artificial

pinning centers (thickness modulations [702], holes
[703,704], magnetic or metallic particles [705]), a
whole range of new phenomena appear associated
with the matching of the vortex lattice with the
artificial defect structure. The advancement of
nanolithography techniques has rendered the
ability to reduce the size of these artificial pinning
centers to a scale comparable with the coherence
length of classical superconductors.
The pinned superconducting films are usually

fabricated in a two-step process [706,707]. First, an
array of magnetic dots is prepared by e-beam
lithography on a Si substrate (shown in Fig. 18(a)
is a SEM image of a triangular array of 200 nm
diameter Fe dots with lattice constant
d ¼ 600 nm). Then a superconducting film is
deposited on top of the magnetic array, followed
by optical lithography to define a bridge for
transport measurements (see Fig. 18(b)). A differ-
ent approach has been used by Fasano et al. [708],
in which triangular arrays of magnetic particles are
prepared by Bitter decoration of NbSe2 crystals in
the presence of a vortex lattice. The resulting
periodic pattern is used as a pinning center array in
subsequent experiments.
Fig. 18(c) shows the field dependence of the

resistivity in the mixed state for a 100 nm thick Nb
film grown on an array of Ni dots with lattice
constant d ¼ 410 nm [706,707]. Clear minima in
the resistivity appear at a set of regularly spaced
field values Bn: The intervals between consecutive
minima (DB0) are constant as shown in the inset
of Fig. 18(c), with DB0 ¼ 14174G. This value
corresponds to a vortex lattice constant
a0 ¼ 41376 nm, in good agreement with the
spacing of the array d ¼ 410710 nm. This implies
that there is a reduction in the dissipation when
there is a matching between the vortex lattice and
the magnetic dot array.
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Depending on the strength of the pinning sites,
synchronized pinning can also be observed as a set
of regularly spaced maxima in the critical current
vs. field curves close to the superconducting critical
temperature (T > 0:9TC), either by transport [709–
711] or magnetization [123] measurements. For
lower temperatures, this periodic structure is
washed out due to the competition of the ordered
array with random defects present in the super-
conducting film. However, at low enough tem-
peratures, the signature of synchronized pinning
appears again as the hysteresis loops exhibit
quasiperiodic instabilities, with a field-dependent
period related to the matching fields [712]. These
low-temperature matching anomalies have been
related with the existence of matched flux terraces
near the edge of the film.
Periodic pinning has been studied as a function

of array symmetry and geometrical dimensions. It
is found [711] that, as the dot separation becomes
smaller than the coherence length, there is a
crossover from a weak pinning regime to a
superconducting wire network regime for small
dot separations. Matching between the vortex
lattice and non-triangular arrays of dots (kagome
[709], square [710–712] or rectangular [713]) gives
rise to the stabilization of new geometrical
configurations. This has allowed to probe the
elastic properties of the vortex lattice [713] and to
study the role of interstitial pinning due to
intervortex repulsion [123,709]. Theoretical simu-
lations of interactions between ordered arrays of
defects and the vortex lattice [714,715] have
predicted a rich variety of dynamical phases
induced by these commensurability effects. Also,
the effects on vortex pinning of introducing
controlled disorder in the magnetic array have
been analyzed [716].
The problem of pinning interactions between a

magnetic dot and a superconductor requires the
numerical solutions of the Ginzburg-Landau
equations, with several different kinds of contri-
buting terms [717–719]. Experimentally, in order
to clarify the pinning interactions between vortices
and magnetic dots, synchronized pinning has been
studied as a function of dot material [710,711] and
its magnetic state [123,709]. In general, it is found
that magnetic (Ni) dots show more pronounced

Fig. 18. (a) SEM image of a triangular array of Fe magnetic

dots fabricated by e-beam lithography on a Si substrate. (b)

Micrograph of a Nb bridge defined by optical lithography in

the array region. The width is 40 mm and the distance between

the voltage contacts used for transport measurements is 50 mm.
(c) Field dependence of the resistivity of a Nb thin film with a

triangular array of Ni dots with lattice constant d ¼ 410 nm,

measured at T ¼ 8:2K and with J ¼ 2:5� 104 A/cm2. Inset
shows the position of the minima Bn versus the index number n:
The solid line is a fit to the expression Bn ¼ nDB0 with

DB0 ¼ 14174G (after Mart!ın et al. [706]).
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periodic pinning than non-magnetic (Ag) dots
[710,711]. Pinning efficiency is enhanced by
saturating the in-plane magnetization of the
magnetic dots [123,720], indicating that the stray
field created by the dots in the superconductor
plays an important role, as can be shown by
scanning Hall probe microscopy [721]. Moreover,
if the dot magnetic moment has a component
perpendicular to the film plane, a large asymmetry
is found in the critical current maxima, depending
on whether the magnetic dipoles are aligned
parallel or antiparallel to the external magnetic
field [377,709]. This suggests a pinning mechanism
related with the interaction between the vortex
field and the dot magnetic moment. Finally,
related with this fact, from the analysis of the
temperature dependent critical current at the
matching field [722], it is found that the mechan-
ism of pinning by magnetic dots can be narrowed
to a combination of two: proximity effect around
the magnetic dot and magnetic interaction with the
dot moment.

4.2. Coupling to a 2D electron gas

Magnetic nanostructures have been used to
study the transport properties of two-dimensional
electron gases (2DEG) under a periodic magnetic
field, following the theoretical predictions [723–
725] of commensurability oscillations in the
magnetoresistance.
Briefly, a 2DEG is fabricated in a GaAs/

AlGaAs heterostructure, where the electrons are
trapped in a potential well at the interface between
the two materials, so that motion is prohibited
along the growth direction. Then, an array of
magnetic stripes or dots [726] with periodicity
dE1 mm is fabricated on top by electron beam
lithography to create a spatially modulated mag-
netic field on the 2DEG, as shown in Fig. 19(a)–(c)
[727]. Typical carrier mobility at 4.2K is above
106 cm2/V s, corresponding to a mean free path
E10 mm, much larger than the magnetic field
periodicity.
In this ballistic regime, an oscillatory magne-

toresistance rxx appears [727–729] (see Fig. 19(d)–
(f)) due to the commensurability of the two
characteristics length scales of the system: the

electron cyclotron radius (Rc) and the spatial
periodicity d: The oscillations are periodic in
1=B; with minima in rxx (marked by solid triangles
in Fig. 19) given by the condition

2Rc ¼ hkF=peB ¼ ðzþ 1=4Þd; ð4Þ

where kF is the Fermi wave number and z ¼ 0; 1, is
an integer. This phenomenon is analogous to the
Weiss oscillations in the magnetoresistance due to
a weak electrostatic modulation in a 2DEG [730].
The presence of a modulated magnetic field
modifies the energy spectrum and transforms the
degenerated Landau levels into bands of finite
width. Eq. (4) corresponds to the flat-band condi-
tion (i.e., zero bandwidth) where the additional
contribution to the resistivity due to the dispersion
associated with the Landau bands vanishes
[723,724]. In general, the highly controlled envir-
onment of the 2DEG under periodic electric and
magnetic field modulations has provided an
excellent playground for the theoretical and
experimental description of electronic transport
in these structures [731–735]. For example, the
detailed analysis of the temperature dependence of
these oscillations in the magnetoresistance has
shown the presence of an electron–electron scat-
tering contribution to the resistivity in these 2DEG
[736,737].
The amplitude of the oscillations in the magne-

toresistance has been shown to be greatly en-
hanced as the magnetic field is tilted towards the
plane of the 2DEG but normal to the magnetic
stripes [738,739] (up to 1500% for Co stripes at
1.3K [740]). This large magnetoresistance is
attributed to the channeling of the 2D electrons
in open orbits along lines of zero magnetic field,
perpendicular to the transport current [740,741].
The effect is stronger for fields away from the film
normal, since in this geometrical configuration the
amplitude of the periodic stray field created by the
magnetic stripes is greatly enhanced [739]. This
magnetoresistance becomes smaller as temperature
increases, due to the decrease in electron mean free
path. However a 1% magnetoresistance is still
observed at room temperature, reflecting the
anisotropic character of electron transport in the
presence of the modulating magnetic field
[740,742].
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Interactions between magnetic particles and
2DEG have also been successfully applied to
obtain information on the properties of the
magnetic nanostructure through the fabrication
of Hall micromagnetometers [196,408,743]. In
these devices, a Hall cross is lithographically
fabricated from a GaAs/GaAlAs heterostructure,
where a 2DEG embedded 60 nm below the surface
with typical electron density n ¼ 3� 1011 cm�2

and a high mobility in the range 4� 105 cm2/V s.
Then, the desired magnetic nanostructure is
prepared on top of the active area of the Hall

cross by nanolithography. Hall measurements are
performed within the ballistic transport regime,
where, at low fields, the Hall coefficient Rxy is
proportional to the average field /BS in the cross
junction [408], and does not depend on the local
magnetic field profile [744]. A second empty Hall
cross is fabricated to compensate for the externally
applied field [196], so that the measured voltage
signal is only determined by the stray field of the
magnetic nanostructure, which is directly related
to the perpendicular magnetization of the array
[199].

Fig. 19. (a) Sketch of the 1D ferromagnetic Dy grating on top of a GaAs–AlGaAs heterojunction. (b) Electron micrograph of the Dy

strips evaporated across a mesa edge: 200 nm height and 1mm separation. (c) Device geometry containing the ferromagnetic grating

and an unpatterned reference Hall bar. (d) Resistivity rxx vs. external magnetic field B0 for different maximum applied field (Bmax)

sweeps (from 1 to 10T as indicated in the curves). Filled triangles with positions defined by Eq. (4) mark the flat-band condition in a

periodic magnetic field. The inset displays the strength of the magnetic modulation Bm (in mT) as a function of B0; derived from (i) the

amplitude of the large resistance maximum atB0.3T and (ii) the positions of the rxx minima in (e) around �0.16 and 0.12T. (e) Low-
field magnification of (d) showing the shift of the rxx minima with increasing Bmax (from a ¼ 1T to e ¼ 10T). Filled triangles mark the

position of the magnetic flat-band condition (subscript ‘‘m’’) while the open triangles mark the electric ones (subscript ‘‘e’’). The open

circles highlight the positions of the rxx minima used to evaluate the Bm’s. (f) Drxx calculated for different hom=2pVm ratios, where Vm

is the amplitude of the electrical modulation and om ¼ eBm=m� (m� is the effective electron mass of GaAs). Filled and open triangles

again mark magnetic and electric flat-band conditions (courtesy Ye et al. [727]).
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Due to the low concentration of 2D electrons
(Rxyp1=n), Hall magnetometers present a high
sensitivity which is only limited by Johnson noise.
The typical resolution is dBB10�4 GHz�1/2, which
corresponds to a flux resolution of dFE10�5 F0
[408]. These numbers can be improved by one
order of magnitude if the magnetic array exactly
matches the Hall cross size [193]. This high
resolution has made ballistic Hall magnetometers
a very useful tool in the research of arrays of
nanomagnets [194,451] as well as of isolated
magnetic particles [409,412,745].

5. Conclusions

The key aspects of the research carried out
during recent years on ordered magnetic nanos-
tructures may be summarized in the following
areas:

(a) Novel lithography techniques have been
developed or improved to allow fabrication
of ordered magnetic nanostructures with
desirable features, including arrays of ele-
ments with reproducible sizes in the range of
10 nm, which can be extended over large areas
(B100� 100mm2). Often there are many
variable parameters that can be used to tune
the properties of these nanoelements, such as
material, crystallinity (polycrystalline, single-
crystal, amorphous), structure (single layer,
multilayer, etc), array geometry, etc. Also,
magnetic nanostructures can be prepared with
very controllable shape: from the simplest
dots, bars and lines, to rectangles, triangles or
zigzag paths.

(b) The magnetic properties of the nanostructures
can be characterized by conventional techni-
ques such as magnetization measurements
(VSM, SQUID, AGM, MOKE, ...), when
the total area of the patterned array is large
enough (that is, when the total magnetic
moment of the array is larger than the
resolution of the experimental system), or
transport measurements, when the nanostruc-
ture presents a continuous conduction path.
Also, certain local techniques (MFM, electron

holography, m-SQUID, ...) have recently been
developed to allow accurate characterization of
individual or a small number of nanoelements.

(c) The abundant studies on the behavior of
individual dots have revealed that the main
magnetic properties of these nanostructures
present important differences with respect to
continuous films: although the remanent state
is essentially metastable, it is often possible to
obtain a single-domain state at remanence;
shape anisotropy usually plays an important
role in magnetization reversal processes; coer-
cive fields of the nanoelements are often larger
than the values found in the unpatterned
samples; and the spin wave spectrum may be
quantized due to the small size of the dots.

(d) When the distance between the nanoelements
becomes small enough, important interaction
effects due to dipolar fields are observable.
Some of these dot interaction effects are:
changes in coercivity and switching field
width, presence of induced anisotropies,
collective behaviors of the elements in magne-
tization reversal, or dynamic effects such as
the shift of the spin wave frequency.

(e) The one-dimension magnetic nanostructures
(lines) also present interesting and important
differences in their magnetic properties rela-
tive to unpatterned films: increase in coerciv-
ity, changes in domain structure and reversal
mechanisms, quantization of spin wave
modes, or dipolar interaction effects. More-
over, fabrication of tailored lines with mod-
ified shape has allowed the study of other
topics, such as the contribution of the domain
wall to the magnetoresistance, the speed of
domain wall motion, or different giant mag-
netoresistance effects.

(f) The arrays of magnetic elements are not only
interesting for their intrinsic magnetic proper-
ties, but also due to their interaction with
other systems. Arrays of magnetic dots can
constitute effective ordered pinning centers
for the vortex lattice when they interact with
type II superconducting films. Also, ordered
nanostructures can be used in hybrid semi-
conductor/ferromagnetic systems to produce
a periodic magnetic field that modulates, in a
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controlled fashion, the transport properties of
two-dimensional electron gases (2DEG).

(g) Technologically, applications of ordered mag-
netic nanostructures are becoming increas-
ingly important, especially in fields like
magnetic recording, sensors, MRAM and
magnetoelectronics.

(h) Finally, we should point out that, despite the
active research in recent years, there is still a
long way to fully understand the properties of
magnetic nanostructures. The fabrication of
tailored nanostructures, particularly large
arrays of ordered, ultrafine (B10 nm or
smaller), uni-disperse nanoelements, remains
challenging. More systematic studies of the
magnetization reversal processes are neces-
sary, including the associated dynamic effects
in the short time scales. It is also crucial to
achieve a good understanding of interaction
effects in arrays of magnetic nanoelements, or
between nanostructures of magnetic materials
and other systems.
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